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Abstract
The term collaboration is in frequent use both in Ihe business and
education sectors. The idea often implied by this term is that two or more people
are working together on a single product. In this thesis I explore a more
comprehensive view of collaboration. one that flows from a learning praxis
known as collaborative pedagogy.
Thi s thes is is the documen tation of collaborati ve pedagogy in n local s ite.
In my discu ssion, I argue that collaborative pedagogy is based on a philosoph y
which views language as a socially conte xtual phenomenon and knowledge
gene ration as social hermeneutics.
I pro vide a historica l and cultural context for collaborative pedagogy by
co mparing a philosophy which opposes collab orati ve assumption 10 a philosophy
which grounds collaborative pedagogy. I then dis cuss the learning cnviromn cnts
which ema nate from these differing philosophies .
Next, I de scribe a university course which incorporated collaborative
pedagogy . I follow this description with a discus sion of issues pert inent to
c lassroom practice.
Fina lly, I discuss the challenges and rewards involved in the shift to
collaborative pedagogy for educational practic e.
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Chapter One
A Historical Context for Coltabora tlve Pedagogy
The purpose of this chapter is to give a historical context for collaborative
pedagogy en route to exploring its use in a specificclassroom setting. Many voices,
each with a distinct sonority, have participated in andare participating in the
developmentof collaborativepedagogy. As I listen to each voice, I do not hear just
variations oncurrent themes in philosophy, epistemology, or methodology. What I do
hear are new themes informed by theories which stand in direct contrast to those by
which society has structured its educational institutions. I hear "critiques that challenge
reason, consciousness, knowledge, meaning, communication, freedom, and other values
assertedby the Enlightenment and developed in modem sciences. humanities, and
public life" (Phelps, 1988, p. 5). In this chapter I will challengeeducational practices
rooted in rationalistic thought by amplifying the voicesof people in the latter part of this
century who directly and indirectly have opened the way for a radical change in the
wnywe view and educate ourselves.
First, I will contrast a rationalistic viewof language with a social hermeneutical
view. Second, I will compare the epistemologies informed by these two views. Finally,
I will contrast educationalenvironmentswhich I see emanating from these two views,
which are the traditionalle aming environment and those incorporating a collaborative
pedagogy.
CHALLENGINGRATIONALISTIC VIEWSor LANGUAGE
Many people who have espoused collaborative pedagogy have done so
without any reference to (he termcollaborative. But, it is not without
significance thai the people who generated the public discourse specifically
concerned withcollaborative practices in North America were educators
interested in language, composition, and rhetoric. In 1984, Kenneth Bruffcc
stated that
there are some signs these days thatcollaborative le<lrning is of incrcusill£
interest to English teachers, , " Composition teachers seem to be
exploring the concept actively. .. . Teachers of literature have also begun
to talk about collaborative learning, although not always by that nnme
(p.635).
Bruffee noted that this interest did not originatefrom research but froma "pressing
educational need" which began surfacing in the 19705. Increasingly, siudcmswith
abilities that should have assured them of success in college were having difflculty
coping with their academicstudies, And farmore than coursecontent or methodsof
literary criticism began to be examined. Whatwas questioned then. and continues to he
questioned now, were the philosophy, theories, and assumptions about language that
informededucational practice. In his article identifying three theories of hmgungc, Bob
Morgan (I987) makes just this point:
My interest is not only to show howdifferent theories of language cntail
unique interpretive strategies. but also to illustrate that they promote or
disable particular understandings of sociality for both teachers and
students. To changeone's theory of language, in this perspective, is to
alter more than a curricular approach to speech or writing. It is to redefine
a social space and our possible interactions within it (p. 449).
Butconcern for changing the.entrenched theories of language is net restricted to
educators in English composition like Bruffee and Morgan. And although linguists like
volosinov and Heath are majorcontributors to this dialogue for change, callsalsocome
fromthe writings of Thomas Kuhnin science, Lev Vygotsky in developmental
psychology, and contemporary philosophers like Paul Rlcoeur for anexamination of the
relationship between language and experience. What is emerging is that an individual's
viewand society's view of language are intrinsically linked with learning, politics,
authority, and daily human experience.
Questions are now being leveled at rationalism, the dominant school of thought
which has shaped the way language has been viewed in this century. Rationalism
grounded in the Cartesian-Newtonian thought of the 17th and 18thcenturies is
expressed in two language trends, empiricism and structuralism. In the following
discussion, I will examine the main premises and the educational practices that have
ensued from rationalism's views of language, andcounter this heritage with ideas that
result in a different way of seeing,of educating, and of being. I see the possibility for
such a change manifested in a collaborative pedagogy whose praxis flows from the
activity of life.
The empiricist view holds that there is "a one-to-one correspondence between the
objects in the world, the words in a language, and the concepts in our heads" (Morga...,
1987, p. 450). According to v olosinov (1973), the ideas about language stemmingfrom
rationalism were first "sharply delineated .. _in Leibniz'sconception of universal
grammar"(p. 57). Rationalism sees language as "a stable, immutable systemof
normatively identical linguistic forms" contained ina "given, closed linguistic system"
ready-made for the user,
The first aspect of language this philosophy ignores is the dynamism issuing from
the interrelationship of the historical, the present, and the future contexts. Volosinov
claims Ihat this view precludes "the present state of a language and the history of a
language . .. entering into mutual comprehensibility." Thus,
individual acts of speaking are, from the viewpoint of language, merely
fortuitous refractions and variations or plainand simple distortions of
normatively identical forms• .. , There is no connection,no sharingof
motives, between the system of language and its history. They are alien to
oneanother (p. 57).
Volosinov's voice rings out against such historical obliteration when he says that under
such it system linguistic facts cannot be understood or explained as they really exist and
are generated. Rather, this theory leads us away from the "living,dynamicreality of
languageand its social functions" (p. 82). Ricoeur also says that
it is impossible to divorce present language use from its history since new
experiences find their expression by delving into the treasury of
historically established meanings. Because meanings are never linnly
established in their use, it is possible for new experiences to find a new
outlet by means of accepted meaning. The accepted meanings function
then as a guide for newmeanings(cited in Van Den Her-gel. 1982,
pp. 90-91).
That language not only draws on the past and defines the present but continually forges
ahead as it attempts.to bring understanding j:-;exemplified by metaphor. vun Den
Hengel says that Ricoeur sees metaphorical utterance operating simultaneously in two
referential fields since it links it known field of established meanings with an unexplored
field of meaning.
For that reason, in order to explore the new field of reference. the semantic
aim reverts to the network of Familiar predicates and places them in the
new field to help explore it. . . . Meaning is not a stable staple, but11
"dynamic,directional, vectoral"form, which links up with the semantic aim
of the sentence to forge towards its fulfillment (p. 91).
Viewing language as a fixed system of signs fails to recognize thai "any uncnmce
is essentially a social phenomenon" (Volosinov, 1 97 ~' , p. 82). "A word is territory shared
by both addresser and addressee, by the speaker and his interlocutor." The structure of
utterance is determined by the immediate social context and the brander social milieus of
past and present. Thus, verbal communication cannot be understood or explained
outside of a connection with a concrete situation. As v olcsinov says, "language
acquires life and historically evolves precisely here, in concrete verbal communication,
and not in the abstract linguistic systemof language forms, nor in the individual psyche
of speakers" (p. 95).
With its belief that a one-to-one correspondence exists between words, nature,
and thought, empiricism "holds that language is like a window neutrally conveying the
presence of the world to us;" an "innocent medium through which prelinguistic
meanings pass" (Morgan, 1987, p. 450). From adhering to such a view, two conditions
result. First, the agency of the speaker is reduced to choosing the "proper" expression
from the established attematives. Second. the politics which couch both speaker and
selection are denied. Morgan says, "Correspondencetheory is the dream of a language
intrinsically good and pure, embodying Reason itself." Unfortunately,subscribing to
sucha view"permits that society the misrecognitlonof its forms of linguistic violence"
for there is "always/alreadya politics embeddedwithin language as well as a politicsof
language" (p. 451).
Although structuralism shares roots withempiricism, this more recentapproach
centralizes a set of codes, conventions, and regular patterns that articulate the world in
certainways. Whereempiricismcurtails the "agencyof the speaker," structuralism
actually denies the individual the role of "guarantor of meaning." Morgan states that
structuralism infor msus that structures and relations are the most powerful
forces inmodernity, not individuals. and finds in language the very
embodiment of such a relational forcefield seeing it as that objectivized
form parexcellenceof ourcollectivesocial life (p. 451).
Languageas structuralists see it "always precedes and exceeds any individual subject."
Thus. meaning is not "owned" by the subject. as it is in correspondencetheory,but
"merely rented, a by-product of discourse per se." Ina structuralist world, language is
seen as a generativeactivity in its own right. It is a form of work. which produces "you
and I, that is, society," Consequently, "structuralismdenies the language-existence
dichotomy,demonstrating that signs are 'reality-generating' and not simply reality-
reflecting" (p. 453).
Ricoeuropposesany attempt to exclude people as makers of meaning, Human
effort and desire to be are "imbuedwith a drive toward meaning and language" both of
which are a drive towards self-understanding. "It is a drive by which meaning makes us
while we make it" (Van Den Hengel, 1982, p. 126),
Volosinov (1973) sums uprationalism's viewof language when he states:
the idea of the conventiona lity, the arbitrari ness of language, is a typical
one for rationalism as a whole, and no less typical is the comparison of
language to the system of mathematical signs. What interests the
mathematically minded rationalists is not the relationship of the sign to the
actual reality it reflects nor to the individual who is its originator, butthc
relal;oll.tlIip of sign to sigll within a clou d s)'.tem already accepted and
authorized. In other words, they are interested only in the inner lo.t:ic of
tile system aj signs itself, taken, as in algebra, completely independently of
the ideological meaning thargive the signs their content (pp. .57·.5N),
And the aboveclaim is central to my challenge. Regardless of the discipline, the
language used, be it written, internal, or external, is composed of sign'i whose usc and
meanings represent the ideologiesand interpretations of a collective past and pre sent
Words brim with content and meaning drawnfrom both behavior lind ideology. We com
understand and respond only to words that "engage us behaviorally or ideologically"
(p.70) . Divorce of language from its ideological roots is, as volosl nov asserts, one of
rationalism'smost serious errors, an error which I feel has shapednot only education, hut
society's view of the human experience itself. And righting this error is nothing short of
a Kuhnian paradigm shift. a revolution, as it were, in the way weview knowledge, our
institutions of learning, and our own selves.
In the next section, I want to amplify the voices of people who, because of their
views of language, encouragejust such a shift in epistemology. Threaded through this
discussion is a concern for a relevant view of authority. The voices I have listened to do
not discount the importance of authority but, rather, the abuse of it, which is
authoritarianism.
CHALLENGINGRATIONALISTIC VIEWSOF KNOWLEDGE ANDWAYSOF
KNOWING
Positivismstemming from the Cartesian-Newtonian view of reality, recognizesus
knowledge only that which can beobjectively verified. Phelps (1988) says that
"positivism originatedin the 'verification theory of meaning,' the doctrine that a
proposition is meaningful only if subject toempirical verification" (p. 9), Because
science uses empirical methods, it has considered irs body of knowledgeas an accurate
revealer of reality. Presently, and in the past few decades, this position is being
questioned. BUI, as Phelps pointsout, it is not science itsclf that is being dismissed but
the authoritarian assumptions science has held about its body of knowledge and
methods of knowing.
The attack on positivism is not directed at science , . , nor a scientific
thinking us actually practiced, Ruther, it targets the position I will call
'sclcmlsm' or positivism, which refers to the demand of science that the
explanatory method used by natural science should be the model for
intclligibility in all cases where humans attempt to develop valid
knowledge (p. 7).
Phelps points out that this altitude is what Jurgen Habermas calls "science's belief in
itself," which is "the conviction thai we can no longer understand science as one form of
possible knowledge, but rather must identify knowledge with science" (p. T;,
Scientific activity, having been informed by a correspondence theory of language
,1IId reality, resulted in theories thought to mirror reality
venlcully without changing it. •• . These beliefs led among other things to
idealization of the "objective attitude of the neutral scientist, who comes to
his observations without preconceptions, historicity, or values., "
Positivists thought '.hat scientists had available to them, or would
construct, a neutral observation language that would carry with it none of
the connotations, prejudices, emotion, and othercontaminations of
ordinary or literary language. Instead. it was to be exact, formal, liteml, and
univocal (Phelps. 1988. p. 10).
Thomas Kuhn (1970)in his landmark book, The Structure of Sctentlfic Revolutions, is
critical of these assumptions about the "purity," of scientific language and practices.
Kuhn claims that there are implicit bodies of "intertwined theoretical and
methodological" beliefs that guideall research. These overarching models. or paradigms,
permit the interpretive processesof selection, evaluation, and criticism,
Kuhnclaims that both the making explicit of a current model and the "shifting" to
1Inew paradigm require the extra-scientificactivities of dialogue, persuasion, and
interpretation. But science has "disguised" these interpretive aspects of its work by an
authoritarian writing and use of its textbooks,
Textbooks thus begin by truncating the scientist's sense of his discipline's
history. . . . Characteristically, textbooks of science contain just a bit of
history . .. in scattered references to the great heroes of nu curlierage.
From such references both students and professionals come to feel like
participants in a long-standing historical tradition... . The textbook
tendency to make the development of science linear hides II process that
lies at the heart of the most significant episodesof scientific development
(pp. 137-140).
Kuhn claims that generating knowledge in science is as much of a hermeneutical
enterprise as it is in any field in the humanities. Like all bodies of knowledge, scientific
knowledge is entrenched in history and culture, determined by belief nnd prejudice and
weighted with values and politics. Donald McCloskey says that "the scientific paper is.
after all, a literary genre, withan actual author, and implied author, an implied render, II
history, anda form" (cited in Faigley, 1986, p. 536).
As scientificempiricism has dominated epistemology, so structuralism has reigned
in the disciplines concerned with language. "In his critique of structuralism Ricocur
warns against a structuralist ideology, which he calls the 'for-the-sake-of-the-code-
fallacy'" (Van Den Hengel, 1982, p. 135). According10 Ricoeur, the naming of
something is more important to structuralists than itsconnection and meaning for life.
This is a position known as nominalism. Underits influence, the art or rhetoric and
persuasion declined to a "theory of style and finally to 11theory of tropes." Rhetoric's
"bond with philosophy was broken and it became the archivist of the figures of speech."
Ricoeur says, according to Ven Den Hengel, that the struggle for meaning deteriorated
into a senseless word-game precisely because of the 'tyrannyof the word' (p. 2M).
Yolosinov's (1973) ideas harmonize with those of Ricoeur's when he explains that
discriminating between a word's common and occasional meanings, or its denotative and
connotative aspects,or central and lateral meanings is "fundamentally unsatisfactory."
Underlying such discriminations is the desire to "ascribegreater value to the central,
usual aspect of meaning, presupposing that that aspect reallydoes exist and is stable."
Such an assumption is "completely fallacious" (p. 102),declares Volosinov. Van Den
Hengel (1982) says that "English language philosophy rejects such a nominalism, Rylc
emphasized that words have meaning only to the extent that they are used. A word has
no prope r meanin g" Ip. 28). As Wittgenstein (l9S 8) states, 'The meaning of a word is its
usc in the l anguage~ Ip. 2Oc, par. 43). "Every slgn," continues w hrgenstein, "by ilself
seems de ad. WhOl gives it life'? In use it is alive" (p. 12t;e, par. 432). Language is not
fixed and stable. It is dynamic and each utte rance, "no matter how weighty and
comple te in and of il~lf,~ is ~on )y a momen t in the continuous process of verbal
communication" (Volosinov, 1973. p. 95). But such a view has not been a part of
structural ist lhought. According to Volosin ov, "European linguistic thought formed and
matured over conc ern with the ca davers of written languages; almost all its basic
cnrcgorles .. . approaches, and techniques were worked out in the process of reviving
these cadavers" (p. 71), Be continues by saying that it was
"philological need" that gave birth to linguistics, rocked its cradle, and left
its philologica l flute wrapped in its swaddling clothes. That flute was
supposed to beable to awaken the dead. But it lacked the range
necessary for mastering living speec h as actually and continuously
ge nerated (p. 72).
Vie wing the word, and thus knowledge, as "stable: has led to authori ta rian
practices in English and language artsclassroom s, Gibson (1986) says that mainstream
literary c riticism, rather than confronti ng the social and historical realities which
"determ ine literature's production and rece ption: has evaded these realities by focusing
on the "words on a page," the detai ls of a narrative. and the "structure of the human
mind, myth, language,"
Because of these mis-directions of focus, convennc nal Hterary criticism is
e litist, sex ist, unpolitical and indiv idualist. To divorce literary and aest hetic
ma ilers from their social context is to rnisperceive them , • . Shakespeare
cannot be understood without referenc e to the economic and political
system of his age and ours (pp. 98 -99) ,
Holding that knowledge is "fixed " has also led to an authorita rian use of text.
Ricoeur says that structural analysis "proves itself when it permi ts a better
understan ding of the message than a first surface reading. It becomes ideological when
it refuses to go beyond fhe text. •. ." (cited in Van Den Hengel, 1982, p. 51). Reading in
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a structuralist's classroom is analogous to deciphering a crypticcode, or finding u hidden
message. This message, considered to be known in its purity lind entiretyonly by the
author, who in many cases isdead, is known in as pure a form ;\s possible by thoseastute
in literature. Here, interpretation is reduced to breaking the codeor delving into
someone else's world or psyche.
For volosl nov, language has everything to do with the living moment, nol ..
probing of a distant psyche. For Ricoeur, genuine interpretation has far less to do with
code, tropes, and formal study of figures of speech than with the "ontological trait of
language." He stressesthat the text is a "form of life" undas suchmust he "moored" to
the life of the reader rather than the original author. "Understanding is the first step of
bringingback to life II particular text" (Van Den Hengel, 1982, p. 196). Van Den Hengel,
expressing Rieoeur's ideas, continues:
the unmooring of the text from its original situation also allows the text to
drift away from its original addressees. Gadamer proposes, therefore, that
the text is addressed to anyone who can read. A text loses its restriction; it
is basically open. • . . The text of the Letter to the Romans is mine to read
just as at one time it was the Romans. The letter assumesa new lime
dimension. Paul's original writing takes on a universal dimension, always
ready to take on new readers and to actualize its reference in new
situations. .. . In reading I am being taken where I was not before. I lake
up a new dwelling in the world of the text. Both my situation and the
mute text are transgressed and interlinked (pp. 201-202).
Volosinov (1973) calls this the "dialectical generative process" in which "a new
significance emanates from an old one,and does so with its help, but this happens so
that the new significance can enter into contradiction with the old one and restructure
it" (p. 106). Ricoeur, in harmony with this idea, says that
the accomplishment of reading is its power to transform the otherness of
the text into an event of discourse for me. •.• The event of discourse of
the reader is a new event; that is, not a repetitionof the original event, but
a creation produced at the behest of the text (cited in Van Den Hengel ,
1982, p. 210).
If a Ricoeur ian-type hermeneutics is incorporated into English and language
classrooms, the question "What does this text mean?" can no longer beused as a
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bludgeon for disseminatinga type of knowled ge that is restrictive and monophonic.
Validation must be givento many different ty pes of knowledge and the different ways
people come to knowledge. In Womell's Wuys of Kllowi!,g, Belenky, Cllnchy.
Goldberger.andTarule (1986),describe thesilencewomen, in particular, havefelt ina
world dominated by abstract reason and formulaic thought. Through interviews with a
num ber of women, these authors iden tify diffe rent kin ds of kn owledge and ways of
gene rating the vario us kinds of knowl edge. The follow ing is a list whic h comes from s ix
chapter titles: "ReceivedKnowledge: Listening to the Voicesof Others;" "Subjective
Knowledge: The Inner Voice; " "Subjec tive Knowledge: The Q uestfor Self;" "Procedural
Knowledge: The Voice of Reason;" "Procedural Knowledge: Separate and Connected
Knowing;" and, "Constructed Knowledge: Integrating theVoices." Althoughthi s list is
not exhaustive, it is characterized by openness and po lyphony.
But I do not think it is sufficient tojust "allow" or "tolerate" other kinds of
knowing. Because the silence created by ratio nalism's imposi tions has beendeepand
strong, we must foster and promote, as Belenky , et al. say, "the roarwhich lies o n the
other sideof silence." And this is exactly wha t J see collaborative pedagogydoing,
If we link Ricoeur's ideas about language in the humanities to Kuhnian thought
in the sciences , we hear a distinctand significant call for change in how knowledge is
generated. Common toboth menis a recogn itionof the indispensable practice of
interpretation grounded and developed in the collective and in culture; a type of
interpretation which illuminates andlor exposes explicit andimplicit assumptions; a type
of interpretation whichseeks multiple alternati ves for consideration. It is an
interpretation which, saysRicoeur, is a "dialecticof explanation and understanding,"
whose conception and continuation stems more from ontological desire than cognitive
prowess. It is an interpretati on based on the understanding that, as Foucault says,
"language is no longer linked to the knowing of things, but to mea's freedom" (cited in
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Morgan, 1987. p.453). The pedagogy which I see embodyingsuch an interpretive
praxis is collaborative pedagogy.
In the next section, I will contrast learning environments informed byrationalism
with those es po using a collabo rative pedagogy .
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Descartes' "1think, therefore I am" reveals not on lythecenrmluyof rationalistic
modesof thinking,previously discussed , butalso the supremacyofindividualismduring
the Enlightenment. Two groups of philosophers ihar profoundl y shaped western
educa tion with their own vers ions of individua lism we re thee ighteenth century liberals
and the nineteenth centurySocial-Darwinists.
The liberalsviewedman asan "isolated and ultimate consciousness." As such, a ~
Richard Brcsio (1972) explains, man was seen as "inherentlyse lf-sufficient and secure.
Man . . . was seemingly divorced from the socie tyof whichhe wasa part" (p. 12 ). lie
continues. "bo urgeois theory regarded the individual mindas a separate entitycomplete
in each person isolated fromnatureand from other men" (p.25). Such an "exaggerated
emphasison the individual"rather than society wasto "plaguewestern society." lt is
this thinking that underlies the didactic classroomof th is century.
Viewing each student as a "separateentity" has resulted in the "medical model"
which pervades education. G ibson ( 1986) says that sucha model
is based not on thesocial system in which the lndividual chtldis
embedded, but on the belief that theindi vidual chi'd possessesintrinsic.
objective, identifiable and measurable characteristics(or rather. d oesn't
possess those objective andother characteristic) thatmark ... "normal"
children (p. 143).
AsBro sio states, "Consciousness may be private. butw hen men act they do so in
a public world." As Mannheim (1936) says,a lthough there is no such thingas a "group
mind which th inks over and abovethe heads of individuals ... neverthe less,it would be
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false to deduce . . . that the ideas . . . w h ich moti vate an individual have their orig!n in
him a lone, and can be adequately expla ined- in terms of his perso nal experi ence (p .2 ).
When educators perceive sudents as isol a ted academic patients, a t least tw o
situatio ns resu lt. First. thepictu re formed of the student is extremely incomplete and
disrorted. Second , this allows educators to claim thechild learne r is "deficient" ra ther
than the syste m , as Gibson (1986) points out.
Accord i ng to Ja mes Block (198S) , theSc cia l-siarwini sts "interpre ted and
institutionalize d " the ideas of C harles D arwin in America n public educa tio n. Ce ntra lia
Darwirvan tho ught is the idea that hum an beings like other "bio logica l species evolve
accord ing to th e laws of natura l selectio n: Bloc k says that the Social-Darwinis ts
elaborated on thi s assumption by urging "ihe c reat ion 01 particul ar socia l enviro nments
10 help the natu ral selection process" (p . 12). It was the public schools in particu lar that
' were charged with th e responsibility of creating educat ional environme nts wherein our
most naturally talented studen ts could be identifiedand soned from their less ta len ted
JlCC" " (p.12l .
To carry out th is mandate, educat orsdeveloped a grading process in whic h a
student's naturallearning tale nts were "repeated ly and systematically" pitted in
increas ingly s t ifferco mpetitio ns against W tale ntsof other students. And as Bloc k
slates. "centra l 10this process was one operating assum ption: the process must re ify, not
challe nge. the basic notion that only a few stude nts pro bably had the right academic
stuff ' (p. 12). In the fo llowing statement. Mort imer Ad ler(l982) stresses how
counte rproduc t ive to democra tic ideals such divisions are.
Equality of ed ucational opportunity is not , . . pro vided if it means 110 mor e
thantakin g all the children into the public schoo ls for the same number of
hours. days. and years. If once there the y ared ivided into the sheep and
the goa ts. into thosede stined so lely for toil and those destined for
economic and political leadershi p and fo r a quali ty of life to whic h all
should have ac cess, then the dem ocratic purpose has been undermined by
an ined eqnate system of public schooling (p. 5) .
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And in the sorting process, especiallyfor those chi ldren under consideration for
special needstrea tment. Julienne Fordsays, "there issomething approaching amnniu fur
testing,classifying, measuringand assessing"(cited inGibson. 1986. p. 145 ). Ford calls
this "instrumenta l rationality" in full force. "The testing industry, with its nnendan t
claimsto beun bi ased, objective andscientifichas powerf ullygrippedteachers' minds"
(p. 14S).
In his effective ana logy about the testing procedu res which allow individua ls 10
pursue theirnaturalcourse,Block says thai
collectively and effectively, these procedu res made school learning into11
sequence of progressively more competitive horse races wherein eac h race
was designedto spread its entering student field around the track
depending on the ir Ilaturallearningtalents. Those who won, placed or
showed in their respectivelearning races were the n allowed 10race once
againaga insttheir counterpartsfrom other learning races. Andthe "also
rans" from each race were formally andinf ormally allowed10 drop by the
wayside viaa wh olehost of regular and remedial instructional programs
(p.12).
Because the theory stemmingfrom these twogroups has shapededucation
practice in this century. the landscapes of many learning envlronmcnts urc charac terized
by indiv iduals competing against one another in the contest for nuionul knowledge
under the assumption that this is nature taking its course. Gibson, like other critica l
theorists, takes exceptio n to this assumption. He saysthat critical theory rejects the
assumption of an individ ual having intrinsicqua lifies, arguing that they represent "social
and historical processes masquerading as 'natura l'" (p. 143). When II teacher's prac tice
adheres , consciously or unconsciously, to both li beralism 's view that the accountability
forlearn ing rests mainly onthe natural talentso f the indiv idual learner and the Soci al-
Darwi.nist'sem phasiso n competition,the classroomcan bea very threatening
environment fo r many students.
When w e piece together the practices and ideas which ha ve resulted in learning
environments incorporatingfeatures of collaborativepedagogy, the classroomsce ne
looks altogether different.
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John Dewey's ideas about education. articula ted in the first third of this century ,
presented a strong challenge toeducationa l practic es based oncompetitive
individualism, De wey's writingscall for a typeof educationalexperiencerootedin
democratic life. D ewey saw no wa y ofdivorcing suchexperience fromcollective
Interaction, Ilis ideasand classroom practiceshinged on his ieocept ofcommunity. If
Dcwcyiun theory h ad sha ped class room m ethodolo g y from then until now, it is likel y
th at there would b e much documen tation and knowledge about int eraction of the
c lassroom collective. But. accordingto Brosic (1972), there werespecificforces which
prohibited Dewey' s ideasfrombeingaccepted. Duri ng World War IIand the beginning
of Ihe co ld warther e was "a moratorium o n serious social andeducational criticism"
(pA). And inthe fifties, scientific andtechnological prowess motivatedby corporate
prorhconsumedthe energies of people, Doth in the workplaceand the educational
institution s. The concern again was with objective phenomenon, the learningof which
Friere(1990)objects to stronglyin his Pedagogy of/lie Op pressed . Freirecalls such
learning the "bank ingsystemof education " inwhich
the scope of action allowed to the students extends only as faras
receiving, filing, and storing thedep osits. Th eydo ... have the
opportunity to becomecollectorsor catalog uersof the things they store.
But illthe last analysis,it is men themselves whoare filed awaythrough
the lackof creativity, transformatio n, and knowledge inthis (at best)
misguided system. Forapart from inquiry,apartfrom thepraxis,men
ca nnotbe trulyhuman. Knowledge emerges only through invention, and
re-inventio n, through the restless. impatient, continuing.hopefulinquiry
men pursue inthe world, with the world, and with eachother (p. 58).
In England during the sixties, some scattered and isolated voicesof protest began
sounding against such passive,meaningless schooling. As more educators began
acknowledging tha i weare fundamentally social beings, the call went forth fo~ l~arning
e nvironments that werecha racteri zed by the collec tiveinteracting. Abercrombie (1960),
in 711(' Anatomy ofJlldgmem gives thefirst description of what I wouldco nsider a
course basedon aspects of collaborative pedagogy . Comparingher medical course to
trudidonalieuching. Abercrombie saystha t indidactic classrooms the studentcomes toa
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conclusion and finds it to be right or wrong by "comparison with the teacher's (or the
currently accepted) version." Bu t in the discussion me thod of teaching
the studentle arns by comparing his observation with those of tcn or so of
his peers. He co mpares not only the res ults but how the results were
arrived at, and in doing this the range of factors taken into consideration is
much wider than is usual in didactic teaching (p. 19).
Abercrombie found that the students who had taken the course did "signil1cantly bcucr''
than othe rs in their ability to disc riminate, to draw fewe r false co nclusions. to enterta in
more than one possible solution to a problem and to be less "adversely" swayed by
previous experience. Overall, Abercrombie found these students to be "moreobjective
andmore flexible in their behavior" (p. 19).
Although Abercrombie's primaryconcern was increasing students' abllhies to
makebetter judgments. her results support a major premise of collaborativepedagogy.
Because woman and men are embedded in sociality. learning is effective when the
conditions in which it occurs represent the dialogic interactiveness which characterizes
allof life.
During the 19608, the University of London Goldsmith's Collegeissued a series o f
five reports, each composed of edited working papers concerned with changing the
educational environment for adolescents 14 through 18. Of specinl concern in the
fourth report. entitled The Education of tile Young School Leaver, were rhc young
people who left scho ol at 15 to enter the workplace. The editor, Kenneth Rudge (1966)
writes:
Education cannot be split into fields of concern any more than society
itself should be divided socially, intellectually or culturally. C.~.1. Fleming
has said that "the mental health of a community is indivisible." At all stages
of education the unity and wholeness of the community needs to be
emphasized, ra ther than differences whichcan easily be found. This can
best be achieved through an educational program which reaches out as far
as possible into accumulated experienceand exposes the infinitely
complex inter-relationships and inter-dependabilities of mankind rpp. 4·5).
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The need for integrating learning, work. andleisure throughdialogic interaction is
stressed throughout the report. Nearthe end of this rep ort Rudge, in order "to overcome
a paucityof dialogue," offersa luciddescription ofcollaborative pedagogywhich he
calls "the most useful cycle of activities to use for thrashingout of questions." To
explain the purpose of the cycle he says,
in this process m orethan in any other. personal involvementof the
students can be g uaranteed. Their own motives become open to question
- in supportive not hostile condition. For many th is will prove a needed
therapy as well .ISenergetic learning (p. 38).
Two features of an envi ronment based on collaborative pedagogystand out in the
above statement. First. thisis a student-centered environment. In a collaborative
community, high priorit y is attachedto students becoming personally involved.
Students will not only have a say buta personal stake in andresponsibility for the
activities of such a classroom. Because theclass is orien tedaround students, students'
opinions, motives, and assumptionswill besoughtand examined. I see thesekinds of
knowledge issuing from theirr.portant engagement of reflection, the second feature of
collaborative pedagogy alluded to in Rudge's explanation.
The importance of reflect ionin collaborativepedagogy cannot be stressed
enough. I see reflection in what Deweyreferred to as "reconstruction of experience."
"To be human. according toDewey, is to treat sensation asa prod which leads to
composinga meaningful tale" (Brosio,1972, p. 33). But what must be understood is that
"sensations are not knowledge, becauseknowledge is the determining of what our
sensations represent" tp. 32). As such,
knowledge is never immediate... . Things in the ir immediacyare unknown
and unknowable . Knowledge can never be the direct grasp of reality
because raw occu rrence must be placed into an antecedent-consequences
continuumor order for anexperience to bemeaningful for hewho
undergoes it (p. 30).
I see this idea of reflecti onencompassed in Ricoeur'sprinciple of "distanciation," as well.
According to Ricoeur,
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human participa tion in Bei ng seeks to come to und e rstanding . I can only
do so to the exten t that the experience of participati on is ex ternalized.
And this occurs at the moment when we interrupt o ur partici pation in
order to signify it . . . . Our very participati on in Being requires
di stanciatio n. . . . Distancia tion is the conditi on of the possthuny for the
interpretati on of p art icipation (v an Den Hengel, 198 2. p. 109) .
When we reflect on or "d istance" ourselves by considering or looki ng back all
"sensatio ns" and "raw occurrence s," that is, expe riences w ith peop le. happenings. or
texis, we are interru ptin g out participa tion, externalizing it in orde r 10 hnng meanin g and
es tablish connect ions. A nd again, Ricoeur states how cc n tral Iangungc i .~ for making ull
experience meaningful: "L anguage is the basic externaliz nticn of being. . . . In the
ex teriorization of langu a ge and or of some other ex terna l mark. th e experience of be ing
is intensified" (p. 109). Volosinov (1973 ) sounds the same note w hen he says,
"Expression organizes experience. Expression is what fir st gives experience ils for m
and specific ity of direction " (p. 85). And Dewey in the fo llowing suuemc m i ndicatc.~
how important the inter action of a collec tive is for genera t ing all types of knowledge:
"Knowledge is a functio n of asso ciation and communica t ion: it de pends up on tradi tion,
upon me thods and tools which arc socially developed (p. 32). Thus. in a collaborative
environment. members of the coll ective are continually encouraged to dial ogue with
each other orally. on paper, or th rough so me other external medium, about their feelin gs,
motives . assumptions. and opinions in order to foster reffecrion that is captured in journa l
writing. Such reflection then fuels subsequent dia logic e ncounte rs which then se t in
motion recursi ve reflec tio n and interpretation. Reflective engage ments such as that just
described are consistent with ideas of Sch on (1982), Kim ( 1991). a nd Hlmley (1989),
In the fifth report from Gol dsmith s' College entitled New Rolesfo r the Le amer,
editor Edwin Mason (1969) ma kes a distinct ca ll for colla borative learning when he
stales:
most imp ortant o f all perhaps is the opening-up o f the possi bility of fully
collabora tive learning. What we have sa id so far has stress ed collaboratio n
between students within the cluster, and of staff to gether in the foc us-
gr oup. pooling expertise so that students' work is not shrunk to the
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personal limitsofany given teacher... . At its best, co llaborative learning
involves teacherand students together facing investigat ions into
phenomena which are , insomeelementsat least, new to them both. For this
is the current reality of the humancondition (pp. ) fl-3 1).
In thisquot e, Maso n makes mention of some importan t features of learning
environments espousingcolla borativepedagogy. First is the ideaof "pooling expertise ",
Learning in this type ofclass room is everyone's responsibility . Expertiseshifts as
learning progresses and variousavenuesarc explored. Altho ugh the teacher maybe the
organizing "expert," a facilitator. to helpthe group begin its co llaborativeendeavors, the
teacher is a learning peerin the class interac tion. Second, the generationof knowledge
is anhonestexploration. Th e teacher is exploring with her students the new pathways
dec ided by the classroomcommunity. Thus, inthis e nvironme nt, the questions are real.
Th at means they arc notque stions asked by anauthoritarian figure who is already
privileged to theanswers, nor are they rhetorical questions to which noanswersare
reallydesired. Rather, they arequestions whichsurface asmem bers ofa collective
reflect and dialogue onexpe riences. ideas, and texts of allkinds in order to generate
understanding and meaning . Third, when Masonsays "forthis is the current reality of
the human condition,"he pinpoints what I feel isco llaborative pedagogy's sa lient
feature: its praxis captures theactivityof da ilyhuman experience,that is, the dialogic
interactions arising outof the needs andlor purposes of specific contexts. These features
echo volosinov's viewof language previouslydiscussed. Th eseideas embody
Ricocurean i-nerpretatlonat work in a classroomcommunity.
Near the end of'this report Masonstales:
People need people who they can see areenco uragi ng them and
sustaining them.. .. If a schoolcall seeall its members as unique
individuals collaboratingin common purposes, itsvalues will be made
plain,and it willbe effectivelyopposed to cheaperval uesemanating from
those agencies whic h seeadolescents asa mass-market and stimulate them
to act ;IS II herd (p. 59 ),
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In this statement two more fea tures important tocollaborative pedagogy arcrevealed:
the nurturing aspect and the implicit recognitionof the heterogeneity whichexistsin
any classroom because of the diversity anduniqueness of its individuatrncmbers.
Collaborative pedagogy demands that the learning environment bechnrucicnzcd
by nurture and encouragement. Even inclassrooms not organizedaroundcoltnhomtivc
practices, adoptionof a feminist pedagogy by teachers like Elizabeth Flynn(1989)nnd
John Flynn (1982) has resulted in '\ nurturing dimension. In a truly collaborative
environment, a threatening and unfavorable climateis a contradiction in ter ms;
competition is not the motivator for learning. Here, accoumubitity rests not on smdcnts'
"natural talents" but on their unique andpersonal contribution to the various
collaborative endeavors and life of the class. InA Short Course ill Writil'.t:. an
influential bookexplaining collaborative pedagogy in a college writing course , Kenneth
Bruffee (1985) speaks about another important feature of a nurturing cnvlronmcnt. fbc
freedomto take risks. He says, "If we learncollaborutlvcly, whenwe make mistakes we
make them together. We're all inthe sameboat. Thus we are lessafmid of riskingerrors
that areinevitable whenwe try to learnsomethingnew" (p. 5). Bruffec alsoconcludes
that when we work together we "tend to make fewer mistakes because wehelp each
other see things we would not have seenon our own."
Collaborative pedagogy sees every group as heterogeneous in spiteof
institutional attempts to achieve homogeneity. Infact, crucial toeffec tivecol tabonnion
in anysetting is recognizing thai drawingupon the differences of the individual group
memberswill result in a more comprehensive product, project, andaccomplishmenlo The
collaborative euvironrnent is onecharacterized bynegotiation and accommodation.
Whendifferencesare viewed as a deterrent, not only willcerta in individuals he
excluded,and thus silenced, butthe group w ill beprevented fromdeveloping the life
skills necessaryfor cooperation and consensus. Lunsf ordand Ede ( I99()), in their study
of collaborative writing in various professions , relate ideas whichcame out of their
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interview with Eleanor Chiog ioj i. She suggests that time begiven to deve loping such
skills. Writing co llaboratively dema nds that people be able to listen in ord er to
synthesizedifferent view points. As well, trusting others' opinions and compromising
arc musts. Chiogioji notes thai with society's emphasis on individuality, compromisecan
be difficult 10 achieve . -Training in listening.and in groop dynamics might enable
individuals to collaborate mo re effective ly" (p. 41),
The belie f thai child ren are "unique individual s" is :101 a return to enlightenment
indi vidual ism but a guard aga inst d iscriminating in favour of ce rtain abilities. learning
styles, and behaviors. Henry Giroux (1988) says that schoo ls are
places where dominant and subordinate voices define and constrain each
other . .. in response to the soclohistorical conditions "carried" in the
institutional, textual, and lived practices that define school culture and
tcacher/student experience. . . • Schools are not ideologically innocent;
t-or are they simply reproductive of dominant social relations and interests
(p. 1J4).
Shirley Brice Heath (1983) concurs: "The school is not a neutral objective arena; it is an
institution which has the goal of changing people's values, skills,and knowledge bases"
(p.368) . These she concludes are part and parcel with the acquisition of language in
any community. Heath's work in three commumties in the Piedmont area of North
C aroli na shows how blatantly discriminatory leaching practices are when they favour a
particular language and cultural capital. She states:
Portions of the population bring with them to school linguistic and cultural
capital accumulated through hundreds of thousands of occasions for
practicing the skills and espousing the values the schools transmit, Long
before reaching schoollthese] children . • • have made the transition From
home to the larger societal institutions which share the values, skills,and
knowledge bases of the school. Their eventual positions of power in the
school and the workplace are foredestined in the conceptual structures
which they have learned at home and whieh are reinforced in school and
numerous ether associations. l ong before school, their language and
culture at home has structured for them the meanings which will give
shape to their experiences in classrooms and beyond. Their families have
embedded them in contexts that reflected the systemic relationships
between education and production. From their baby books to their guide
books for participation in league soccer, these children have been
motivated towards seeing their current activities as relating to their future
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achievements. Their socially determined habits and values have created
for them an ideology in which nlt that theydo makes sense 10 their current
identity and their preparation for the achievements which will frame their
future (p. 368).
Sheryl Fontaine (1988) points out that "research on language behavior strongly
suggests that when we replace students' discourse with OUf own, we are tampering with
a way of constructing knowledge and viewing the world which is culturally based"
(p.9 2).
Heath cautions:
unless theboundaries between classrooms and communitiescan be
broken. and the flow of cultural patterns between them encouraged. the
schools will continue to legitimate and reproduce communities of .. .
people who control and limit the potential progress of other communities
and who themselves remain untouched by other values and ways of life
(p.369 ).
Fontaine's ideas forcibly make a similar point when she says, "if we do not recognize and
accommodate [cultural bases of language], our attitude toward the established discourse
students bring with them becomes adversarial; our leaching fights the culture lind
always loses" (p. 93),
One of the main points Heath makes in her landmark study, and one of my main
themes in this exploration of collaborative pedagogy, is how pervasive language
acquisition and uses of language are to every aspect of life. Giroux (1988) concurs
when he states, "It is within and through language that individuals in particular historical
contexts shape values into particular forms and practices." Because "language
represents a central force in the struggle for voice" (p. 135) there is a direct relationship
between affirmation of various linguistic capitals and valuing the uniqueness of
individuals. The following three points that Heath (1983) makes about how a
community socializes its children merit careful consideration:
First. patterns of language use in any community are in accord with and
mutually reinforce other cultural patterns. such as space and time orderings,
problem-solving techniques. group loyalties, and preferred patterns of
recreation,
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Second, factors involved in preparingchildren for school-oriented,
mainstreamsuccess aredeeper than differences in formal structures of
language. . . . The language socialization process in all its complexity is
more powerful than such single-factor explanations in accounting for
academic success.
Third . the pattern s of inter action s between oral and written uses of
language are varied and complex, and the traditional oral-literate
dichotom y docs not capture the ways other cultu ral pattern s within a
community determine the uses of oral and written language (p. 344).
Collaborative pedagogy recognizes that an educator's view of language crucially shapes
the learning environment.
Schools are one of the primary publi c spheres where, throug h the influence
of authority, resistance. and dialogue, language is able to shape the way
vario us individuals and groups encode and thereby engage the world. In
other words, schools are places where language projects, imposes, and
constructs particular norms and forms of meaning. In this sense. language
docs more [than] merelystraightforwardly present "i nformation"; in
actuality it is used as a basis both to "instruct" and to produce
subjectivlties(Giroux, 1988. p. 135).
Here, then, in summary,are some of the philosophic assumptions and features that
ground a collaborative pedagogy. First, student abilities are not natural, nor intrinsic.
Rather, they are products of a socialization, culture. and history which are embedded in
language acquisition and use. Therefore, the accountability for learning rests on the
people in power and the system they have created or tolerated and not on the individual
learner. Second, uniqueness of the individual is recognized and valued. This
uniqueness is best encouraged ill a heterogeneous context where nurture and
aflirmation rather than competitionenergizes the learning. This demands not only the
acknowledgment of the different language and cultural capitals of the various group
members, but the use of diverse language andcultural capitals as the basis for generating
group und personal knowledge in the collaborative endeavor. No single linguistic or
cultural capital, including the teacher's, is favoured. Thus. expertise is pooled and
authority is shifted as knowledge is socially generated. Third. worthwhile learning is
that which enhances and makes lifemore meaningful. This requires a learning praxis
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based on the dialogic inten.ctionscharacteristic of human experienceand concerned
with unify ing the learning , work, and le isure aspects of life. Such a praxis sees 1'1'1'(\ '
group regard less of size or age as r-n inte rpretive community in a specific co ntext
concerned with ontological purpose.
Once again what Vcloslnov says of reality is true Inthe precedingdiscussion:
language dominates in every area. It is the only and absolutelynecessaryvehicle for the
collective and the individual to engage in life's interpretive activity Of what Ricocur
refers to as the "dlalecticls]of explanationand understanding." The above assumptions
and the collaborativepedagogyemanating from themare validregardless of educational
level or discipline. Because I see collaborative pedagogyencapsulating life. I feci it
provides a sound basis for educational practice.
Becauselife is characterized by complexity,diversity. and interdependence, a
pedagogy based on life praxis will have "many faces." Allhougheachcontext
espousing a collaborative pedagogywill have the philosophic underpinnings previously
mentioned. each context will derive its own version of the collaboratlvceffort. In the
nextchapter, I will describethe working out of collaborativepedagogyin one particular
context.
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Chapter Two
A Contemporary Contex t for Collaborative Pedagogy
When incorporating collabora tive pedagogy, a teacher cannot fall bac k on
ovcmrching models for either process or learner involvement because each context
requires u unique adaptation of the co llaborative endeavor. Although the teacher /
facilitator aims, as partof theagenda, to increase skills,explorea genre, or illuminate
assumptions, the possible paths available to work OUI the agenda are numerous, being
sensitive and unique 10 both context and the people who constitute the group.
As I began researching the collaborative pedagogy incorporated in one
university course, I, too, had an agenda. It can be summarized by the following
questions which arose from the philosophical concerns discussed in Chapter One: /11 a
course purporting to adopt collaborative pedagogy, what is considered knowledge.
and from what sources does that knowledge originate? What is the instructor's role?
What foste rs or 'finders student expression? How is the collaborative endeavor
uniquely sensitive to this " articular group oj people? My research plans included the
following: taking notes on the class happenings and interaction, having access to
student writings, and recording interviews with individual students and also the
instructor. What I neither could nor did plan was my place in this particular collective.
Collaborative pedagogy dismisses the idea of a present "non-participant"observer or the
possibility of a "fly -on-the-wall" researcher. Rather. it sees any and everypresence
having II unique effect on that collective. My presencewould make a difference. My
role in thili particular group would unfold. In fact, I considered this unfolding process an
important part of my research.
For purposes of structure, I willalternate sectionsentitled "Window" with
sections called"Voices". In the "Window" sections. Iwill focus on a number of class
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sess ions us ing as a lens my notes taken during or immed iately afte r classes . In the
"Voices"sections. I will present what members of this collective sayviujoumal entries
and tapedinterviews. Each "Window" and "Voices" segment will concludewith a
discussion highlighting the particular aspects of co llaborat ive pedagogy I feel arc
revealed in the material presented. The numbers given 10each "Window" and "Voices"
portiondo not correspondto the specificweek in which the class occurred or the
journal entry was writte n. Rather, they indica te the overa ll chronologica lll rmn.£clllclll
of material. Throughout the study,I will use fictitious namesfor students.
WindowOn e
The class I was to study wasa third-level special topicsEnglish coursebeing
offeredfor the first timeentitled"Gender and Writing." Since thiscoursewas un
elective,people's reasons for choosing it were varied. A numberwere interestedin its
concernwith gender issues: among these were students pursuing a path in wo men's
Studies. Two people wereeducationmajors who needed one more course 10 complete
their degree and neededan evening slot (such as this coursewas in) since they werc
teaching full-time during the day. Otherswere there because they had benefited from
previousexperienceswith this professor, Dr. Phyllis Arnss,in otherclasses. As well, Dr.
Artiss'sreputation was responsible for drawing others into this collective.
Before the first class began, Dr. Artiss requested that the students move their
desks to jo in her in a circle. This seatingarrangement continued throughout the
semesterwheneverthegroup metas a whole. Dr. Artlss introduced me and asked me to
explainmy presence in the class and talk about the research I wasdoing. I responded
by sayingthat I was in this group to explore the collaborative methodologythat Dr.
Artiss was incorporating. I explained that of special interest to mewas how language is
viewedand treated and knowledge generated. My plan was to take noteson classes
and, hopefully, to have access to what was written by everyone connected with the
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class. I concluded by saying, "I am not here to rate or judge what you say and write.
Rather, I am attempting to doc ument how collabora tive methodology unfolds in this
particularcollective,"
Dr. Artls s then gave out the Course Outline (see Appendix A) and from it read
aloud the foll owing agenda:
Th is class pro vides an opportunity to cons ider questions of gender in writ ing,
our own as well as that of others. It will beconducted as a series of workshops
and seminarsin whichwe engage in written andspoken dialogue to increase our
awareness of power structures imbeddedin language. and work towardschanging
these.
In her introductory comments she invited everyone present to enter, as it were, a "parlor
where a dialogue was in process about language and the assumptions and power
structures underlying its use." Becoming a participant in such a dialogue meant first
listening 10 some voices thai were already "in the parlor" and then exposing and
possibly alteringour ownassumptions about language use. Dr. Artiss, concerned that
no one would feel marginalized at any time during the course. said to the group. "Make
me aware of any cliquish tendencies formingin the class." She stressed the importance
of open dialogue and asked those uncomfortable with the idea of dialoguing with others
orally and in written discourse, tocome and talk with her. Dr. Artiss hoped the changes
that would occur as a result of this collective meeting together would have
"reverberations beyond this class."
Next. Dr. Artiss passed out index cards on which students were to put names,
phone numbers. courses completed. reasons for taking the course, the grade the student
would be working for, and the kinds of writing the person preferred.
Dr. Artiss then reviewed the "proposed evaluation scheme" for the types of
required writing which wasas follows: [oumals . 10%. analytical papers - 30%. a
collaborative class project - 20%. and a final examination - 20%. She then discussed the
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collaborative requirement. According to theoutline. the "subject. format. style and :111
other aspects of this project" would be decided by the class, and the grade assigned 10
the project wo uld be the same for all students. By her comments it was ev ident thnt Dr.
Artiss hoped this project would crystallize and record much of the knowledge generated
by this collective over the term. She stated her position by saying:
Languageis an importantwayof doingthings.an important t~10 1 for changing
theworld. We usc language withother people by listening, andengaging in a
dialogue that presupposesthat we are alllearners... If weare going ttl change.
we need 10work together, This will not happen ifthe classroom remains
competitive andindividualistic. YOII,individuallyor insmaller units,will decide
boththe issuesto address andponder. and thevoicesyouwill payattentionttl,
Thenthesegleaningswill beshared withothers.andtllissharingwillintum
constitutethe collectivedialogue. In thisway.we. asa collective.willsocially
determinethe knowledgegeneratedin thisclass.
Immediately questions arose concerning the collaborative project.
Apprehensions about the possibility that personality conflicts might arise inconjunction
with the aspect of one group grade were expressed by somestudents. A number of the
comments reflected very negative past experiences with group assignments where one
or two people ended up doing the bulk of the work. And still othersexpressed
misgivings that the whole class could ever reach a consensuson the particulars of such
an assignment. Those who had had previous successful collaborativeexperiences
stressed the importance and value of such endeavors. Dr. Artiss added that she hoped
such a project would challenge and reflect assumptions about knowledge and questions
about truth. The discussion ended with Chad expressing skepticism, but ulso a
willingness to participate,
Dr,Artiss gave the following assignments for that week: writing a Iocr-pnge
minimumjoumal entry relating thewriting role models in thestudent's life. reading the
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assigned six essays from the two required textbooks. (Lang uage ir Her Eye: Views 0/1
WritillR and Gender by Canadiall Womell Writing i ll English. edited by Libby Scheier,
Sarah Sheard and Eleanor Wachtel; Women's Voices: V;S;OtlS and Perspectives, edited
by Pal C. Hoy II, Esther H. Schor and Robert DiYanni) and responding to two of the
essays in a second (our-p:lge minimum joumal entry. Dr. Artiss ended the class with
these comme nts abou t the assignme nts:
Read these essays and more if you can. Your written responses should not
summarize the essays. Rather, think of yourself in a dialogue with these texts and
eurho-s. Don't restrict yourself. Try 10 enjoy what you write. Look at this as a
beginningof a relationship. Beprepared 10 share your infonnaljournal responses
insmall groupsnext week. Inaddition. feel free to writejournal entriesthat
expre...s yourreactions te and feelingsaboutany aspect of this class.
As I reflected on this first class. three aspects stood out. First, Dr. Artiss had
agendas on a number of levels. Her academic agenda included giving students
opportunities both to explore what for most was a new focus. writing by women
authors, and 10 express themselves using a variety of written fonns. The proposed
evaluation percentages revealed that Dr. An.iss had expectations for both participation
and quality of work done.
She seemed 10 have another agenda for each student. As the dialogue and
interaction of the collective ensued, she indicated that she hoped students would begin
identifying and challenging their own assumptions about language by realizing the
implications of those assumptions.
And there seemed to be a larger agenda which Dr. Artiss hoped would be realized
Ihrough this collective. Her statement about the changes thai occurred during the
semester having reverberations "beyond this class" combined with her view that
"language • • . is an important tool for changing the world" indicates an agenda with
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global vision. Thi s course was in ex istence for purposes much greater than fulfilling
elective requirements or getting a goodgrade. Of fur greater Importanceseemed to be i l l'
impact on life through personal and social transformation. Dr. Artiss'scomments implied
that she was in this collective to be changed herself, to foster change in the students.
and by so doing, in someway to change the world.
Second. Dr. Artiss sought information which would provide some insights on the
starting points for eac h of the students. Her use of three-by-Fi ve cards not only gave
conve nient acce ss to addre ss and phone numbers, but provided initial in formation abo ut
why students were in this collective. And asking students to tell what grade they
wanted to receive was a way for both instructor and students to establish starting points
for academicexpectations. As well. by assigning a journal entry on significantwriting
role models, Dr. Artiss helped eaeh student identify background information relevant to
the context of this class. By doing so, she could gain insights into the startingpohu or
each these students as writers. This also allowedstudents to personally situate
themselves in relation to the writing focus of the course.
Third, Dr. Artiss'sefforts to foster written and oral discoursewould be
undergirded by examining assumptions about language and the "power structures
imbedded in language." This collective would be Involved in seeing how language has
been imposed and curtailed because of prevailing views. This collective would be
encouraged to recognize, analyze, and change certain power structures by seeing and
using language as a tool. These students werebeing asked right from the start to use
and act on language rather than being acted upon and dominated by an impositionof
another's language.
Voices One
Dr. Artiss chose journal writing as the only type of writing to be done that first
week. The following journal entry was written in response to the suggested assignment.
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I useamajor portion of Allison's first journal entrybecause in its streamlies a number of
points relevant to collaborative pedagogy.
Beforejoining thisclass, I had beencasuallyawareof the tensions betweenthe
female an~ male literaryworld.'>. Theonly concrete contentionI knewwasthat men
werecurrently beginning 110 bel told thatthey could not feature female protagonists
inany of theirstoriesbecauseit requireda perspective foreign andunavailable to
them. Furthermore, theywere in no positionto critique authentically the literature
fur.by andlorabout women for similar reasons. While I thought this ratherelitist
of womenand felt rathera vague senseof reversediscrimination, I thought little
else of it. It made sense,but was not an ideology I felt a strong attractlcntoward.
Perhaps a large part of the reasonformyshrugging off the can of the
"sisterhood" was the loyalty in me towardthe most significant influencesin my life.
The woman I am today has benefited largely from severo!men I have beenlucky
enough to know. While I am not settledinto my skin wholly, thedirection1am
taking anti the path I am on pleases me immensely. In short. r can't complainabout
themale influences in my life and [shudder] at the thoughtsof my life without
them.
This ls the state of mindand background that finds me in English 3817today.
Reatling Alice Walker, the first thing I noticed washer affinity{towards] the
"sisterhood." I found myself distanced from her for theverysimple reason that it
wasmy father who had the green thumb and zest for "gardening: I couldeasily
identify the creativeand spiritual outlets in his life and my inheritanceof them.
Walkergot me thinking about myown mother's spirituality for the first time.
Did she find an outletor has she developed a dysfunction from lack of one? For the
fil'5t time. I began to see myselfas my mother'schild in thestruggle for releaseof
our spiritualities. I tappeda communionI had never known existed. It is a
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wellspring I will not easily come to grips with. It will lake immense introspection,
reflection and time to decipher.
Virginia Woolfs essay hit home when she spoke of a roomof one's own. I,
too, have longed for the spaceand freedom to develop my mindand mycrnn. 1
find that while university life opens the world upfor me I am frustrated by the fasl
pace, the crammed semesters.the deadline pressures and the lack of freedom we
have 10 wallow in wha t we are learning- "Here it is. Got it? Good ! Let's move
on."
But I wonder if the complaint of the lack of a room of one'sown is perhapsn
copout? It is true that lhe disadvantaged have 10 struggle harder to developtheir
potentiality, bUI what ofit. We must take what we have and work with it. The less
we have. the less time wehave to whine about it, Surely, women have more to
celebrateandmore to beproud of whenthey reachtheirgoal precisely for their
hardship. Women do notcomer the market in disadvantage, Thegreat philosopher
Spinoza is a prime example of a struggling author.
Helene Ctxous' essay was lost to me. I could not even finish it. It wasrndicel
feminism and I found it violent in style. I disagreethat we must speak only to
women; relate only to women. That's definitt:ly reversediscrimination. Men have
t.'leir language; we women have ours. If these languages are incompatible, I feel we
must invent a new one that will allow us to communicate honestly. Turning our
backs is not a solution... .
Luce lrigaray .. . wasgentler and more poetic than Ctxousbut she preached a
similar sermon, I suspect. Perhaps it was the foreign languagesand poor
translations, but I simply had trouble grasping these two women. I'm not sure if
thesexual currentswere meant literally or metaphorically. but I definitelycouldnot
relate.
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I was grateful to move on toAnnette Kolodny and my native longue. While I
found her styledry it was cenainly more comprehensible. I began to glean why,
perhaps. I reacted so adversely10the two previous authors. As a student of the
1990's. I was not victimized by historical canons to the degree that all these women
were. They had begun the fight and won their variousbattles along the way for
me. In the true tradit ion of the privileged (in which they made me). I was not able
to appreciate fully what theygained for me. Can one truly know thesufferingof
hunger whenone has never starved? I have neverbeen banned fromLoraries or
forced only \0 study male authors. The passions of these women are dulled in me
and I recognizenow that I take for granted what they accomplished. . . .
My biggestrole model has beena professor at this university. Aman. Acck!
He lita fireinme that I neverdreamedwassmoldering. He praisedand
encouraged meand gavemea confidencein myselfI sorely needed. I'm notsure
"rote model" is the right term buthe wasmyonlysupportand fanclubfor a while.
To .~ay I learned a lot fromhim is an understatement. I suppose I havemodeled
myselfafterhim to someextent, but I'm not fully awareof exactlywhattechniques
or attitudes I inherited from him. This is largely because I haven'tyetwritten
enough toknowwhat mystyleand techniquesare,or should I say willbe. It is for
thesamereason that I cannotclaim anyrole models in the authorsoutsidemy
immediate acqualnrance either. I don't see myself as a wholewriteras ofyet. I am
still in an incubusstage. The future willdeterminemy role models.
The above entry reveals to me a number of important starting points for
establishing collaborative pedagogy, First. since a learning environment espousing
collaboration must be student-centered. it is key that right from the beginning each
student situates herself or himself with the context of the collecti ve. Allison tells what
she already knew about "the tensions between the female and male literary worlds" prior
10 taking the class. She notes her own position in relation to current thought and
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allegiance to certain aspects of the women's movement. Allison's statement. "This is the
state of mind and background that finds me in English 3817 today," is nlltcrnl
documentation of Allison's perceived starting point in regards to issues relevant to the
focus of this class. Finally, she positions herself as a writer in relnrionto the pastand
present.
Others, like Julia and Olivia, similarly position them selves in tCl1l1S of thei r past
writing experiences and expectations for this class. Julia writes:
Writinghas always been an important partof my life and even thuugh I run-Iy
have the lime to sit down anddo the kind of soul-searching. meaningful writing tt nn
I enjoy most,I still am astounded at the amount of material I chum ourevery week.
Unfortunately, most of this material is producedunder the stmnglc-holdof
obligationanddeadline - a dry, uncolourful massof wordsrigidly organized 10 the
point of utter dismayand boredom. I strongly believethat the written word was
never meant 10 be massacred in thisway. correctin gnu mmurand form burtucking
identity and virility.. . . The greatest discovery I havemade in my university
career isa sad one indeed: It is thatthe pen is mightier than the swordunly if its
owner has consulted a handbook. And. ever-wary of the almighty G.P.A. I play
the game, winning the marks but losing so much more - fosingthe magic amI
excitementthat had once flowed from my pen to my paper. If this CUUI"SC can bring
t he most minute flicker of that enjoyment then the effort will have been worth it.
Oliviawrites:
Genderand the aCIof what I'm doing now- nevergave il much thought before
so my writing is probably gender biased, my thought patterns along the lines of
male structured thought. Will I think myself going mad at theend of thiscoursc'! .
. . How to escape?
Readmorefemale authors. Starting now I'llgo and start the book for th i.~ class
- ' women'sVoices".. Female language will Icome closer to il~ meaning'!
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Writers I wish \0 emulate .. to becontinuedask me this question at the endof
term.
In the above quotations, we sec these two people positioning themselves, like
Allison did. either in terms of class issuesor the writing focus.
As well, from the o utset in a collaborative learning environme nt students are
encouraged to continually place themselves in relation to all tell! and other discourse.
Th is is what Allison does with the ass igned readings. She notes the similarities and
differences between her life and the lives and ideas of five different authors. She shares
paths of thought prompted by some idea in an essay. She reveals her alienation from
someof the writers and harmony withothers.
Journal entries taken fromdifferent points throughout the term show thatother
learners in this collectivecontinually respond in a personal wayto the texts they read.
Chcrise responds to an essay read in the third week of the course:
In "wunin the Net." I like the wayRoo Borsor compares shoes to [he roles we
women feci we have to fill. I don't want to fill a role. Do I haveto walkaround
barefoot? I like thecomparison. but I don't necessarilylike the insinuations.
Maybe insinuationsis toostrong a word. lthi nk that if I believed I was going to be
categorized by my footwear. I wouldgo barefoot. AI least in Ihe summer.
This reminds me of a guy I've seen marching through the tunnels. The bottoms
of his feetmust bepermanently black, Even in the winter, whenthe melting snow
sometimesseeped into the tunnels onto the floor.he'd clomp on through.head held
high. toessplashing.
Mayhe( wouldn't go barefoot. I'm too much of a conformist,now that I think
about it. ' guess I'd let myself be judgedj ust like (judge everyone else. Besides. I
like m)' cowboy bootstoo much 10 give them up!
Taylor,commenting on the essay "Just Married." says:
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This essay isa happy commentary on the stateof Ms. Erlich'smarriage. In
today's world of "radical" feminists it is niceto see that some womenstill wanr,
and work for, a happy marriage. I think many fem in ,~ls feel that wanting10share
your life with a manis a signof weakness. I believethat yeu can beII full women
of the 1990s and a wife as well .
The entries above represent for me the informal documentation of personal
reactions and feelingsstemming from experiences and memories prompted by initiul
encounters with a new text. I see in such expressions the first step in Ricceur's
"unmooring of the text from its original situation" (Van Den Hengel. 1982. p. 201) ,IS
previously discussed in my first chapter. Theserepresent Allison. Cherisc. lindTaylor's
first steps in allowing these texts to actualize their references in new situations (p. 2(2).
Such entries are, for each of these learners, an effective start in transforming the
"otherness of the text into an event of discourse" (Ricoeur cited by Van Den Hengel,
1982, p. 210). For the collaborative pedagogical mandate that a student-centered
environment be realized. collective interpretation and generation of knowledge must
begin with students relating personally to the texts they encounter.
1believe Dr. Artiss fostered this personal involvement with the texts by using the
metaphor of establishing a relationship to describe the encounter with the texts she
hoped students would have. They were to see themselves in a conversation with the
texts and their authors and she wanted these "new relationships" to beenjoyable.
In a collaborative environment, it is not enough just \0 encourage members of the
collective to approach and reflect on texts ill a personal way us Dr. Artiss did by using
her relationship analogy. There must be a way of captum.g these personal encounters
so they can be used for future reflection and dialogue by individuals and the collective.
The journal writing that Dr. Artiss required was an excellent means of doing this in a
collaborative environment. Documentation through journal w-lting effectively carries
out Voloslnov's idea, mentioned in Chapter One, that "expression organizes experience.
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Expression is what first give s expe rience its form and spec ifici ty of direc tion " ( 1973,
p.85). It is important that ind ividual s and the collective give the "experie nce" of both
text a nd class happenin gs so me initial "form and directi on" so thai dialogic interaction in
theclass will naturally ensue. In her guiding comments, Dr. Artiss established all
approac h and a tone for hand ling text s and she used journal writing as the mean s of
recording the subsequent responses.
Window Two
At the beginning of the second class. Dr. Artiss requested thai small discussion
groups form on the basis of preference for any of the previous week'sessays. To guide
discussion s she said, "Avoid summariz ing. Again , picture yourselves in di alogue with at
least two of these authors. Compare the ideas of the two different authors with your
own ideas," Dr. Anise suggested that each group pick one person who would help
negotiate the agendafor thai discussion.
Going aroundto each of the four groups formed. Jfound the focus of each of Ihe
discussions very different. In the largest group. three of the five student", all
undergraduates pursuing different majors. hadtaken a course from Dr. Artiss before.
Shay and Daphne began by saying that they did not like the essays by Cixous and
Irigaray. They foundthem negative and extreme. Tbeother three membersseemed
comfortable with these two authors. Then. rather than focusing directly on the essays
themselves, this group began considering questions posedby Todd: "If writerssuch as
Irigaray and Cixonsare going to break with convention, how can we determine if the
writing is good or bad'? When a writer is experimenting lind using II different voice is it
possible 10apply some criteria for judging the quality of the writing?"
The undergraduate students who formeda two membergroup were wondering if
Iriiwray's essay was literal or metaphoric. and if the readingdifficulty existed because the
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translation did not capturethe word plays that were possibly important to the onglnnl
piece.
Jeffrey and Nancy, the two education majors, were with Tayler and Cherisc. two
undergraduates in English. Jeffrey commented that there was no mention of men ever
suffering or experiencing anything negative in Alice Walker's narrative essay about her
childhood. This group's discussion continued to center on the content of the essays.
The discussion of a fourth group, made up of an undergmduutc student and two
professional women, a high school English teacher and freelance jour nalist. focused Oil
Woolf. Cixous, and Walker. Here, the point of view of the authors and the Influences011
each author's self perceptions were discussed.
At Dr. Artiss's request, students again formed a cirele when the class reconvened
as a whole after the break. In making reference10 the smallgroup discussions. Dr. Artiss
said that these were not to be times {or "correct responses or even consensus." She
recommended that such time be used to think aloud and test ideas out with one another.
Todd brought up the issue of the place of jargon in our discussions and writing.
A few people shared their opinions on whether specialized words help or hinder
understanding and dialogue.
Dr. Artiss, referring to the course outline, then shared what she saw as the
difference between journal responses and the analytical papers on essays read.
Although the analytical paperswere more formal, andas such had to conform in the
conventions and grammar presented in books like Gage's Handbook II Cur rent
English. Dr. Artiss stressed the importance of finding one'sown voice in the writing of
each piece. "Have the rough drafts of your first analytical papers ready so they can be
discussed in small groups next week."
Next, Dr. Artiss asked the class to thinkabout whether they would like to have a
visit from Glenda Ripley. a graduate student researching Daphne Marlatt, one of the
authors represented in the course textbooks. "You don't have to decide now about
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having Glenda in. We will discuss this again and see whether we want 10take cla ss time
to concentrate on this one author."
Dr. Artiss then explained that she would be attending the Learneds Conference
the following week. In herabsence. Alexis. the high school English teacher in the class.
had agreed to Dr. Artiss's request for her 10chair next week's session. Dr. Artiss
cautioned , "PICIISC make sure that yo u use I-messages in your discussion groups next
week. These arc messages that give information about how the speaker respond s. For
example. 'I find this passage unclear' ratherthan 'Your writing is muddled.'''
Dr. Artiss then passed out the Process Logs (see Appendix B) that were to
accompany each analytical paper. Her final comments to the whole group were, "Read
widely. And try to write your paper in your own voice."
After class, Daphne wanted more clarification on the analytical paper. Then
Nancy asked if she could hold off doing an analytical paper for a time. She felt that she
nceded to read some of the other students' rough drafts to get an idea of what an
analytical paper was like. She asked if she could relate anexperience in narrative form
similar to Alice Walker's essay instead. Dr. Artiss gave ready approval to this alternative
writingexperience.
In this second class, a further unfolding of the collaborative endeavor is revealed.
By suggesti!1£ that essay preference be the basis for forming smallgroups, I feel Dr.
Artiss accomplished two things. First she encouraged student-centered, not teacher-
directed discussions. Some groups began immediately to discuss content and their
feeling aboutth e ideas expressed in the essays. Other groups started with questions
about language and style prompted by the essays rather than the content. The variety
of the foci for the discussion groups confirms for me that students discussed what was
significant for them. Second. Dr. Artiss ensured that the students felt comfortable with
the first small group experience. Allison showed in the portion of her first journal entry
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previously qu oted, that she did not connect with the writings of two autho rs in
particular, Ciroux and lrigaray. Allison has a choice in this firstdiscussion time. before
she knows anyon e, to j oin or not to jo in a group that wa nts 10 focus on these two
essays. In other words, Allison has the choiceto confront, or10 team ubout. a
completely different perspective, or to choose anoth er group and focus on the ess ays
with which she felt in harm ony. In ,I colla borativ e envtron mcm there lllUSl be
acco mmodatio n for the diversity of person alities. This is not to say that students will be
left with their ex isting ideas undisturbed. They will be as ked to exp lore new territ ory
and to take intelle ctual and personal risks. But co llaborative pedagogy acknowled ges
that for membe rs to parti cipate in such ac tivities. a comfo rtable and nurturing
atmosphere mu st be es tablished. The instructor must do all she can 10 ensure that
members of the collective feel safe throughout the duration of the particular
co llaborative endeavo r. Dr. Artiss showed her co ncern in this area in the very first class
when she asked those uncomfortabl e with sharing to co me and sec her.
Dr. Arti ss's after-class conferences with Dap hne and Nancy continued to e stablish
this nurturing a tmosphere. Daphne readi ly receiv ed further clariflc ntlon about the next
wee k's assignme nt. And Nancy's lack of experience with one type of writing
assignment was not acce ntuated. Dr. Artiss showed that Nancy would beexpec ted to
write in this form , but her differe nces were acco m modated . She recognized Nl IOCY'S
need to draw on the knowledge and experience of other cl ass members before fee ling
free enough write in such a form. To nurt ure studen ts doe s not imply that they d o
nothing until they are comfortable . Students mu st always be invo lved pursuing the
reasons for the collective's existence.. For this cl ass, this meant students must be
exploring the genre and writing about their exp lo rations. Nancy had an alterna tive
writing experime nt in mind and Dr. Artiss acco mmodated her experiment and her de sire
to delay writing an analytical paper ; thus the instr uctor showed she not only
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acknowledges heterogeneity in the collective but values it through negotiation and
accommodation.
Voices Two
~,' pre viously mentioned. Dr. Artisshad madearrangementswith aclass member
10 carry on w ith the t hird class . This jou rna.l en try by Glenn wa s writte n rolle w ing tha t
class.
I think the •. •class went qcite well des p ite your absence , Howeve r, webro ke
unl)' into twogrou psof abouteight eachand somepeople (inc luding, but nO( just.
me) thou ght that such an arrangeme nt did nul work as wenas using smaller grou ps.
In larger groups, onlya minority lend to speak.
Peopl e were very hesitant about editing each other' s analys is. I was worried
aboul im pn<;ing myself. my wayof writing, myway of thinking upon someone e lse
- f em nUl famous for my tact. It is a qualuy thatI still have to workon.
Anyway. we adjourned anhourearlier thanusual. which happened 10 begood
ror me. I went for I walk inlhecool rull-moon night aridwas enthralled with the
com or thesky. Widing.' uninterrupted fro m peeningverge todarkest blue.
How wa., yo ur uip?
This en tryreveals a numberor features which showthat a collaborative
pedagogy is in operation.
First. the fact that the classcan continue without lIe normal or evena substitute
instructor. is s ignificant. Such would not be the case in the didactic classroom. Here.
where collec tive inter action is the modus operandi, the class cancontinuewith
occasio nal absences of members includingthe instructor. Now that does not mean that
the class would have beenexactlythe samehad Dr. Artiss been present. But neither
would it have been the same had any other member beenabsent Collaborative
pedagogy sees each meeting as uniquely influenced by those who constitute it. But
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what is significant is that the endeavorcontinues. IIis not centered on or depende nt on
thecontribution of one person, thai is. the instructor. This is sobecausein it
collaborativeenvironment it is essential thatexpertise is pooled. Alexis's experience us II
high sc hool teach er make s her a likely candida te for being comfortable orga nizing
groups. ButI do not feel shewas theonly onewho could have done so. A number of
the students had experie nced collaboration in a previous cl ass with Dr. Ar tiss lind
experie nce is one feature that helps one be an "ex pert," In the col laborative dilSSTOOl1l ,
an expe rt is no t ju st a person with degrees, or wit h an abu ndance of knowledge o r
experienc e in an area; an expert ca n be the person who at any point in time h..s
somethingto offer the groupor evenanother individual.
Glenn is oneof the students who tooka co urse from Dr. Artlss the previous
semester. It is evident that the dialogue between himand Dr. Artiss is open andcasy. /\
relationshipof trust is evidentin Glenn's statements about the personal aspects of his life
he is trying to workout even in this class. The interest here is not uui-dlrcctionnl. that is,
from instructor to student; the interest seems to be mutual. based on personhood. G lenn
uspart of this collective is interestedin Dr. Artiss as a human being. net jus t the person
whowill give him a grade. InDr. Artlss'scomments to his journal cntryshe answers his
query about her trip by saying, "I'll tcll you about it. You'd beintriguedby much that
went on in both fonnal and informal gatherings." It is in ju !'>~ such anenvironment that
Rudge's belief about the possibilitiesof collaborationmentioned in Chapter One is
realized, that is, the student's"own motives become open to question - in supportive not
hostile conditions, For many this will prove a needed therapyas wellus energetic
learning" (1966. p. 38). The concerns of a collaborativec lassroom arc inherently
integrated with theconcernsof the lives of individuals,as well as the life of the
collective.
Establishinga student-centered environment is essenuul to collaborative
pedagogy. In Glenn's entry,we seehim feeling a responsibilityfor the class in three
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ways. F irst, he evaluates what happened in the cl a ss and makes a sugges tion fO I" more
effective grouping practices. Second,desp itehis preferen ce for smallergroup settings.
the filet that he "made an effort" to contribute shows that he feels a personal
responsibilityfor what happens in thiscollective. Finally. Glenn relates the difficultya
numberof the members hadwith editing eachother'sroughdrafts of the analytica l
papers. By alert ing the instructor to problems he detects in the class. Glennshows he
has a personal stake in a nd respo nsibility for enha ncing the group's success.
Although this is only the thirdweek ofclasses. a number of other members. many
whohad never experienced collaborative pedagogy ina class before. are expressing in
theirjo urna l entries a similarresponsibility forthe class. After the second class C berise
snues:
Theclass seems tobedeveloping verywell. It wassubstantiallysmaller [thanI
las t time.bu t sizedid nothing to hinder the constantflow of ideas. Everyoneis
very open in hhJher viewpoints. .
1'111 glad to see that themen in our classare participatingas freelyas the
women. It '!'janinterestinginteraction between the fWO sexes.
In this por t ionof her third entry. Allisonco nfirms in detail herown difficulty with
the problemGlenn had mentione d conce rning editi ng other people'sanalytical papers.
Imust communicatea problem I had this week in class. It stemsfrom my
difficulties inconcentration whenreading. I have never beena fastreader and.
unlessI am thoroughlYCllptivlltedby the text. J ameasily distracted.my vivid
imagination canbe triggeredeasily. Theresult is that sometimes Ifind myself
readingthe sameline orparagraphover and over again.
Some people.I understand,canskiman art iclequickly andgetsomesenseof
it. Ican't. I limslow reading, but I makeup for il in my comprehension and
retention. I won't continue in whatI'm reading unless I havegraspedfully what I
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havealready read. If Ican't graspit. I can'tgo on. It's peculiarity withme. I
guess?
The pointof all thisis that I hadsigniticantproblems readingother people's
draftsthis week. The atmosphere was distracting; the text's were notUIW:LyS
simple and clear. (I mean that withthe utmost respect, believe mel) Jwax able to
edit it. grammatically;but I wouldnor- really, couldnc r •«uumenr onthe content.
It wouldn't have been fair consideringmy difficulties :n comprehension.
I feel particularly rottenaboutit because I get so muc hout of other people's
criticisms of my paper,especiallyOlivia's. 1don't fcel l amcontributing a."much
as every oneelse . JamJetting themdown. and Idon't see any way past it.
Normally, I wouldshrug suchan occurrence off as beingover anddone with
andsurvived. However, I understand this is going to be aregular featureufthc
class. I dread it. I tell myselfjusl to do my best, but I can'tforget th.': while I
struggle Iamholdingsome innocent victim's drdft up fromits geuing wider- und
beue r -cridcism.
Whilc I thinkthecriticismsareessentialandextremelybeneficial, Iam haunted
by myinadequacy tocontribute.
I feelthis is a valuable entryfor an instructor. First, it reveals that Allison whohas
never experienceda co llaborativeenvironmentbefore.docs indeed feci a responsibility
to this class. Second, she implicitlyconveys how beneficial this particular formof
interactionhas been. And,thirdly, she heightens the instructor's awareness of possible
inhibitors to this important collaborativeengagement. The instructormay feel that II
classd iscussion on this problem would be worthwhile or she may decide to work it out
one-to-one with the s tudent.
Themembers of the collectivemust share in this senseof responsibility for the
class if collaborativepedagogy is toexist. Developing a sense of responsibility forclass
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activitiesmay benewfor some members,andthus,maytake more time for them, but
doing so L~ a necessary ingredient for a successful collaborative endeavor.
Students in this collective are alreadyevaluating classes and showingthat they
feci a responsibi lity fo r what is happening, Th ese are he althy signs that colla bora tive
pedagogy is in operat io n.
Window Three
Dr. Artiss began the fourthclass by telling about the Leameds Conference she
had attended . She was pleased with the direct ion discip lines see med to be taking. One
lnconsisrency sheperce ived, however, concernedcollaborative work. It seemedthat
some educators espousing collaborativepractice in their published pieces were not
actually mcorporuting it in their classrooms. Dr. Artisssaid, "I wantfeedback when my
classroom practices are notconsistent withmy theories."
Next, Dr. Artiss wanted togo aroundthecircle and have everyone share three
things: their favoriteauthors thai they had exploredthro ughreadingand where their
interests in writing and for the collaborativeproject lay.
Anumberofstudents, like Todd, Shay, Olivia,Glenn,and Alexis wereinterestedin
some aspect of feminist literary criticism. Shay said that shehadn't beenfocusing on
speci fic authors but re ading at random and watching how the writing has changed over
theyears. "I'm interes tedin the history of theories, not onlyhow they changed bUI
why:'
"Idecidedto fo rce myself todo something new and that's whyI'm interested in
feminist literal)' criticis m. I fed a necessityto leamabout feminismand theory so I can
participate in the conve rsation that's goingon," Alexls stated. Alexisshared that shefelt
intimidated in the first discussionsabout feminist literary criticism because of her lackof
background knowledge. "So I grapple trying to find a moment that I know. I decided
at the beginningto try andwork my way up. Glennhelpedin the groups I've been in
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with philosophy. I like narrative andit can be taken :11so muny levels. DUI I decided 10
force myself 10 do somethingnew."
Chad said that he enjoyed the essays that contained wordplnys, like "I'hc Laugh
of the Medusa" and those by Didion and Jordan. "Theones I like lirethose
transcending self interest , the ones having a humanist approach . I like those piec es
which are not spea king at me. I do like fict ion and playing with words so thutyou hnvc
to think aboutit."
"That'san important point, Chad," interjected Dr. Art iss. "Not only serving
ourselves, bUI always the big question,whose interests a re served'! Iloth fiction and
poetrycan bemost transformative."
Cherise, Jeffrey, and Daphne. as well as Nancy and Corwyn preferred the
narrative essays. Daphne said, "I really like the black wo men writers. I have problems
with the jargon associated with literary criticism, like deco nsuucrlonlsm."
"I like narrative. I think it hits a wider audience. Th e othe r turns people off,"
commented Jeffrey.
Corwynadded, "I enjoy essays that make me feel something, like Nancyand
Daphne Not what Chad likes, plays on words. I'm frust rated by sluffI don't understand.
I want to feel something when: have read."
Allison interjecte d , "But r appreciated when Olivia andI got together just because
we disagreed on how we looked at'Medusa.' I wanted her to read Illy paper."
Chadoffered, ~ I feel jargon is important. Jargon says a lot in a little SpOlCC. I don't
like when writers fall prey toemo tional jingoism."
"I have a short atte ntion span; l ltke the shorterpie ces. I love narrativeand the
discussions have really helped my understanding of essa ys," added Chertsc.
"Knowledge is created by all of us, that's whywe need collaboration and
dialogue. Find out Che rise, how youlearn best," Dr. Art iss explained.
"I listen better fro m others than off the page," resp onded Cherise.
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"So maybe yo u want to get w ith others who have similar learning styles . Chcrts e,
maybe you would like toexpl orecri ticismof stories and narra tive? I' m enough of an
academic to want to develo p a meta -languag e about narrative ," offere d Dr. A rti ss.
"I'm intosoft feminism. like Atwood.. ,. You canbeyourself. I don't like women
tclli ng othe r women what to be," commented Judy.
"I ag ree. Radicals ru in the g ood that's been happening ," Donna added.
Sylvia preferred writers like Lefluin. "Science fiction is agood medium for
wo men'sissues."
Allison was the last o ne to co mment. "I want to gel ea c h of these writer s in
perspective historically. Wh at influenced the context inwhic h they wrote. Is Cixous
forceful because she wrote in the 1960's? That's my c UITCnl w riti ng in terest. J do like
the Canadian writers."
Dur ing the breakGle nn asked Dr. Art iss about the Learn eds Conference. Then
they discussed the workof Li nda Hutcheon. a writer Glenn wa s inte restedin exploring .
A number of other students had conversations with Dr , Artiss about thediscussion the y
had just had inclass or about their papers.
After the break small groups were formedon the basis of wha t people had shar ed
in the who le group discussion. These discussions were to lay the grou ndwork for the
next evalua ted paper. Aliison, Donna, and Shay formed agro upto d iscuss the history of
fem inism. Chad lind Cherise did not want to be in a group w here everyonej ust agreed
with oneanother. Nancy. Jeffrey. and Corwyn wanted to foc uson some aspect of
narmnvewriting. T ayloran d Sylvia formed a group. AndGle nn, Todd, and Alexis were
in thegroup discussing femini st crit ical theory.
In the critica l theory group. Toddasked some questions, and Glenn ga ve some
definitions and perspective . Alexis wastak ing notes about w hat was being shared.
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Shay. Donna. andAllison were wonderingabout thesta rtingpo intfor g: li ning :11\
historical perspective onfemin ist critical theory and whatmigh t hesomesignpostsof the
cha ngesthat occurred.
Chad andCherisewere finding outwhereeach otherW.IS in their perspective
abo ut women's issues .
For a while, D aphne and Judy weredi scussing stylesof writing andhow men and
wome n write differe ntly beca use the y have different perspect ives.
The narrative group began tal k ing abo ut point of view o f wri ters. The y began
tossing about the idea of try i ng to write in anotherperspective for the nextpaper.
Daph ne overheard th e idea th ey were considering and decided to joi n thisgro up. Elich
one decided that the y would write some piec e artempung to capture another
perspective . Jeffreyshared howdifferently he and his girlfriend handledgrief. COlwyn
encouraged himto try andfee l like h is girlfriend feels andiden tifywith hergrief. The
discussion continued about what they thought perspectivewas and howthey might
attempt to captureanotherpe rspective in their writing. Dr.Artiss encouraged the
gro up'sdecisionfor eachof themto experiment with writing a piecein a perspective 0 1'
someonewith adifferent gender or sexual or ientation.
Near theend of class theentire group met brie fly tofind outabouteach group's
discussions andideas for the next formal paper. Studentswere tocon tinue rending
essays from the class texts a nd have the rough draft o f thesecond formal paper ready to
discussin smallgroupsforthe nextclass. The classendedwith Dr. Artis s passinghack
the firstana lytical papersand journals.
In thisclassDr.Artiss prompted student-cente reddiscussionby providing a time
when each student couldexpress readingpreferences, opinions and ideas. Giving
opportunities forthis kind of discuss ionaccomplishes twothi ngs. First, the students get
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to know one anothe r better and thereby are able to es tablish a comfortable. risk-taking
environment
Second. students are able to form small groups on the basis of knowledge and
purpcr.;e. They, aga in. have the choice to exp lore with others commo n interests or to
conf ront others who seem to hold oppos ite viewpoints. We see Daphne exhibit ing thai
choice we ll after the discussions were underway as she decided to switch groups. Such
a choice foste rs and provides those importa nt starting points necessary for prod uctive
group work.
Voices Three
Th e following section consists of a major portion of a journal entry written by
Daphne after arriving home (romtheclass just described above.
What a greatclass! I feel so invigorated! I gal to talkin a group withsome
new face s with some great ideas. I was quite impressed wilh the idea of writing a
narrative from a diffcrentperspective• . . . It's going10 bea great exercise!
Driving home, 1couldn't stopthinking aOOuI it. I developed a plan of actiull, and I
kepi goingthroughit ever and over in my mind. Ne.llih ing Jknew,I was in my
driveway staringan be house. , . . Will I beable 10 makethe reader (eel? Will it be
believable? I hopeso, I really am going to [1)'• • • • I'm fired upand ready to go!
Jamso gmtefulte Shay (or recommending this course. Jhavegottenso much
already, I can't imagine how I'll feel in August!
After individuals reflected on essays read, L'lemembers of this small group shared
opinions and concerns through dialogic interaction. This in tum spawned an
experimental writing idea. Although tUs is a required assignment, Daphne's entry gives
110 hint of imposition or a "have-to" attitude. Rather, we see not only an excitement for
actually doing the writing but even a self-generating pre-writing strategy. Daphne
realized the need to gain background knowledge which would help her make her
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narrative "believable." In a subsequent journal entry, Daphne relates how she did,
indeed, go outside the class for input.
I wasveryfortunate to havereceived feedbackon mysecond paper fur this
coursefromthe people whoreallyknewthe issues Ilrst hand. .. . I readthemIlly
verybasicdraftforthe paper. andtheywere veryenthusiastic in theirresponses.
Theyfeltthat overall.I hadcaptured the essenceoftheir lifestyle.
Daphne did not have to be led through a series of defined, teacher-provided steps
in order to fulfill the requirements of this assignment. Such student-geucmted tusks nrc
for me examples of connected learning where student engagements emanate from need
and purpose rather than a predetermined formula. Through reflection, dialogue, lind
then writing, each of these students is framing and reframing her experience for he r own
and others' learning. This learning dynamic is a key component or collaborative
pedagogy.
Windo w Four
During the week following the fourth class, OJ.number of students cattle (0 Dr.
Artiss for tutorials and conferences to discuss the grades and comments given on the
first analytical paper. So at the beginning of the fifth class. Dr. Artiss explained in detail
the criteria she uses to evaluate papers.
Givinggradesiswhenthe rubbermeetsthe roue. : .... ishI didn't have tugive
them butI have10. I amnotlooking for'a right answer'whenI readyourpapers.
I see thesepapersas anopportunity for youtocomeintua roomand listenandtake
part in thedialogue.Your paper is notjustyouspeaking. or youjust listening bUI
.minteraction. I evaluateon thebasisof howfluently andproductively youseemto
beentering into thedialogue with the textsandothersin Ihi.~ class.
Dr. Artiss then explained the procedure for further refinement by saying,
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I would like you 1<> respond to thecomments I havemadeon your papers in red
pen. I don't like abuse so please use f-messages. If youjust fixconvention errors.
then: will benograde change. Whether you go further than that is up 10 yourseff
If youwererusted andhave now reLltoughtsome of your ideasyou may want to
do it rewrite. I( so, it is due by nell Monday. Please makesureyou have a handle
on these major points.
Dr. Artiss then reviewed some standard editing symbols. cautioned them that their
pronouns should have clear entededems, and told them to avoid tautologies. The last
two items were explained through examples written on the chalkboard. She then said.
Some of the criteria I U!iC to help me decide what grade is fair are: if the paper
seemsto do more or less what theinstructions call for, is clear and concise. and is
acceptable inspellingand mechanics, il will probablygel Ole; if it is coherent, that
is. if there is astrongfocus andcleartransition between thedifferent pans and the
language L'Ispeci ficandthearguments strong.it willprobablybea B: if it meetsall
theserequirements andalsoreallymakes me thinkof the essayin new ways. then
the gradewill probably be llJt A.
Dr. Artlss then told the group to watch out for hasty generalizations and the use of
words suchas true. good, proof. natural. or normal, which suggest simplistic judgements
about knowledge and value. "Make sure you identify the assumptions you aremaking
when you use such terms. 1don't mean for you to necessarily abandon your thoughts
but be very careful when using such weighted terms." To conclude her comments about
grading criteria she said, "I love it when you show me new things or challenge what I
say
Dr. Aniss gave a caution about journal writing. The students were to avoid using
journals to simply summarize the essays. "I don't need to readsummaries; I amreally
interested in your personal thoughts and critical responses." She encouraged others
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who wanted more detailed feedback: about their revisions 10 make an appointment for a
tutorial.
Dr. Artiss madeone last pointbefore the break. "In your analytica1papers. don't
respond to one, then separately to the other, and make me do the comparison. Make
your comparison explicit: '
After the break, small groups formed. This night I went '1long with Dr. Aniss as
she moved from group to group.
She began with a group of two, Chad and Cherise. Chad questioned one of Dr.
Artiss's comments on his paper. Shereplied, "This is my reader response. I'mnot
speaking from the Mount of Olympus." After some more interchange about journal
writing and feedback. Dr. Artiss moved to Allison, Donna, and Shay's group.
This group was discussing feminism. Shay was the only one who hud her rough
draft with her. For her second analytical paper, Allison was exploring the history of
feminist literary criticism, following an interest sparked by the Kolodny essay she read
during the first week of class. She had with her some outsidearticles and wanted to
share with the group the direction she was pursuing in her paper.
WhenDr. Artiss camearound to Todd, Glenn, Alexis, and Olivia's group, Alexis
was saying, "Would someone like to read this rough draft out loud?" Olivia did so.
Then a discussion on feminismensued, specifically on the ideological differences
between social feminism and liberalor radical feminism. Dr. Artisscommented on the
terminology by pointing out that a wide ranging debate is in progress about feminism.
and categories are useful in the debate. BothTodd and Olivia had brought in outside
articles pertaining to literarycriticism.
The final group consisting of Jeffrey, Nancy, Daphne, Julia, Corwyn, and Alexis
were involved reading each other's rough drafts of the experimental narratives in which
they had attempted to capture a perspective different from their own.
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Dr. Anlss concl ude d lhe e vening by saying tha i she was boo king a semi na r room
for next wee k's class.
Th e rac r that there are no prescript ive patt erns for collabora tive peda gogy doe s
not mean thai an anything-goes environment is established. The instructor must have
goals and age ndas. Dr . Anlss artic ulated hers in the first cl ass. And thisfif th class shows
thai r .pec tations are part and parce l of agendas. Dr. Arti ss's state ment to C had shows
her feelings abouther position as grader in this collective. Her response is j ust one
reader's response and she does not view herself as looking down froman all-knowing
posi tion, but in this co llective she is the expert in terms of writ ing experience and
because of her placement by the university. Although she is only onejudge. she must
judge.
I find the way Dr. Artiss assesses writing, as well a~ the way she conducts classes.
grounded in collaborative principles. She gives criteria, and ranks revisions.
Conventional items must be taken care of, but it is the content and ideas that are to be
considered in revising for a grade change. In such a system. any graded paper is truly a
collaborative affair. Its seeds have been planted through readings. watered by peer
discussion, fertilized by peer critiquing of the rough drafts. and pruned by the myriad
co mments on the paper by the instructor. The student now has an opportunity to
further cultivate the paper, if she or he so desires, by first responding to Dr. Artiss's
comments and then by rewriting parts or the whole. In such a setting the myth of the
writer. alone in his garret struggling to find the perfect word is debunked. Here, it is
understood that writing is not, and never has been, an isolated activity. The voices and
ideas we hear in our minds originate from a wider collective. And the perfect word is
never to be found. There is no fixed way to say or write. Revision is the constant open
to us. With every new voice comes an opportunity for reinterpretation. Collaborative
pedagogy is founded on the possibility of endless change and, thus, revision.
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One exciting elementin a collaborative environment is seeing members seck
material and resources of their own initiative. The minimalassignments consisted of
writinganalytical papers on essays read. By the fifth class. we sec students doing
research on their ow n, bringing in relevant article s the y have discovered . and explorin g
different writi ng form s all generated by discu ssions and readin gs. Such initiat ive as
these stud ent s are showing is another signpost that collaborative pedagogy is in place.
VoicesFour
The fact that excitement exists does not mean that people lire 1101 being stretched
in their experiences. As this next journal entry by Allison shows , not just writing, but
writing in the collaborative environment can be for some a laborious nnd cha llenging
enterprise.
I'mhaving significant problemswith Analytical Paper#2. I went LOthe libr:lry
and found the perfect articleto up-date Kolodny, hUI itdidn't seemenough(or my
purposes. I wasable to find two morerelevantarticles. bUI.
1 think I've bittenoff more ihan Ican chew in trying to overview thehistory of
Feminist LiteraryCriticism. The problem is that is what I want10 do! IHili an
organizerby nature. I needstructurein my life. I get really insecure and
overwhelmed when I find myself lost in a sea of voluminous and randomdam. My
first and very human copingskill is to categorize. I amfindingthis clussmore and
more unnerving. In the first week or two, I felt like a sinking shtp. but reassured
myself that thingswere going tocome together; that I wouldgel the knackof it: that
I wouldeventually understand whatwas expectedof me. This doesn'tseem to be
happening, While I am learning a lot I'm not sure how.
To be alihonest as possible, I am indecisive and lazy, In Ih i.~ class Iam forced
10 makeall my own decisions. Whatkind ofpaper wuuld you like to du? Or read'!
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What would you like to investigate? Or focuson: Everyclass isso full of
questionsand self-motivation!
This second paper isso vaguein my mind. I'm norsure what I am doingor
what is expectedof rne. I can't askclassmates for help, becauseeveryoneisdoing
somethingdifferen!. Even theprofcan onlygiveme broadsuggestions because
I'm .~ upp()sed 10 come up with this one myself. I don', seem to beable to articulate
what I'm after. so this disablesany advice I seck. The more insecure I gel, the
more inarticulate. lis a viciouscycle!
I don' t mind that this class is decen tralized but I need n bit more structure than,
itseems, the restof the ChIS.~. I.~ it a sign of immaturityor do I simply lack
definit ion and/or ambition? Either way it does n't look good for me.
Actually, an instructor of collaborative pedagogy should be delighted with this
entry. The previous comment is not meant to diminish Allison's frustration, but rather to
highlight the wonderful picture of a collaborativeenvironment that Allison
inadvertently paints whenshe says, "In this class I am forced to make all my own
decisions. What kind of paper would you like to do or read? What would you like to
investigate or focuson? Everyclass is so full of questions and sell-motlvetion!" The
momentumof any collaborative endeavor is fueled by the questions and self motivation
which arise from the many kinds and levels of dialogueengagedin an environment
founded on collaborative pedagogy.
Allison does work through this particulardilemmaby meansof a tutorial with Dr.
Artiss. She says in her sixthjournal entry,
I did feel betterafter talking tothe proflest week. Yousettled a topic and
direction for the paper which helped a lot. even though it wasn't what Jhad initially
wanted 10focuson. Iguess I have10face thefactIhatl'm nOIgoing to get to
organleeeverything.
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Any way 1stayedhome and worked on my paperand got it in the nextevening.
In the meantime,Suecalled meto fill me in on what 1missed. I'mactuully glad l
did n't go . It sounded dreadfu l. . .
Often because students are so personally involved in this envlronmcm, it .~CCIllS ;lS
soon as one problem is conquered another one is Oil the scene. Allison has worked
through one problem only to learn of more difficulties nssochued with the class . The
class Alli son is referring to in her entry is the sixth. my next focus for exploring
collaborative pedagogy .
Window Five
The day before this class. Dr. Aniss phoned me and asked me 10 arrive about a
half an hour late for the next class. She told me that because a number of students had
mentioned me in their journal entries she felt the class needed to discussIlly presence,
and that the discussion might be more open if I were not present.
When I arrived the group was discussing the class itself. Chcrisc was saying that
she thought it was Important to have the whole group reconvene after every small
group session so everyone could benefit from all the discussions.
Shay then brought up the subject of absenteeism. She felt that absences or nut
having the assigned work completed really kept the small groups from progressing.
"Maybe those absent the week before could fonn a group so the others could get on
with their work in a more consistent way."
Dr. Artiss suggested that class members get each other's phone number and call if
they could not make it. Alexis said that "a little bit of guilt goes u long way." But Julia
commented that she might not come if people came down on her. I commented that
underlying what I was hearing in this discussion was the importanceof commitment in
this class. Dr. Artiss suggested that maybe if the members present took it upon
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themselvesto call the onesabsent,more responsibility might be generated for the small
groups, as well as the class as a whole.
Some students brought up the fact that they felt there was a co ndescending
attitude exhibited in some of the small group sess ions which inhibited d iscussion. Dr.
Artiss said. "OUf purpose is not to homogenize everyone. How can we best tap into
each ot her and. most important. com e to know yourselves bette r through dialogic
interaction? How can we do it better?"
Shay offe red, "l think each perso n should pick out a jo urnal entry to share."
Dr. Artiss thought this was a good idea and asked that each person pick Qui an
entry or part of an entry to share wi th the whole gro up next week.
Oliviasaid it canget sticky if someonecriticizes you after you have shared a part
of yourself.
"But what do wedo?" asked Dr. Aniss. "Disband?"
"No, it is better to keep on but it is easier when you know everyone," offered
Olivia.
"When I first walked in I was confused and knew I lacked in knowledge about
aspectsof feminism," said Alexis. "I feel we need to be sensitive to otherswhen we have
knowledge or lack knowledge."
"I think you are saying two thingsneed to happen," said Dr. Artiss.
"Pirst, people need to be more up front and say 'I don't know,' and then those
responding to their questions must be careful in the way they offer what they know or
feel. Is there anything else you think would be productive?"
Sylvia pointed out that in two classes during the small groupdiscussion times she
ended up off in a comer with just one other person wishing she could be in another
group. "When there arcjust two of you, you end up either totally agreeing or
disagreeing and neither is valuable."
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Dr. Artiss said that if anyone found themselves in unproductive situations, it Willi
important to talk with her at the breakso some negotiating could take place. "You must
make sure your own needs are being mel us we work together in groups."
During the break. Dr. Artiss told me that when the group reconvened, she would
review some of the points made during theirdiscussion about me, Then the class
wanted me to explain my research once again.
Dr. Artiss called everyone together and presented the group's questions and
concerns about my presence. First, they wanted to know about the ceme nt o r the notes
J was "furiously" taking during class sessions. There seemed to be a feeling of mystery
surrounding my presence that was somewhat uncomfortable. What was Illude clear by
the students was that in this collective, they wanted me to be a participator, not just an
observer.
I explained in more detail than rhad during the first class about the nature of my
research into collaborative learning. (I used the term learning rather than pedagogy to
avoid jargon with which they would be unfamiliar.) I assured them that my notes did
not contain judgments on anything that happened or was said. Rather, they contained
straight-forward information about what occurred in class sessions. I added that they
were free to read my notes at any time. Feelinga need to negotiate my level of
participation, J offered the following comments:
I appreciatethe factthatyouwant myparticipation and please beassured that I
willparticipateon everyoccasionthat I feel I have somethingto contribute. But I
won'tbeable to participate in alldiscussions focusingon specific readingsor
essays. My own reading agendaassociated with my research is quite heavy, and I
cannot possibly keepup withall thateach of you is reading. I am also willing to
critique any of your papers noton the basisof content which relates to a specific
text but for clarity and for theirsuccess in drawing me, a fellow learner, into your
dialogues.
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I wantIIIstress how much I appreciatehaving access to your written material. I
can assureyou that I consider your journals privateand personal, and as such, I
willkeepconfidential anythingora personalnature that you haveshared. Know
that Jam only interested in your reflections and ideas about theclassand leaming-
related concerns. Again, I wantto makeclear that my thesis is notconcerned with
judging the participation. behavior, or opinionsof individuals. Rather, it will deal
wiih whatpractices fostercollaborative learning.
I alsopubliclywantto thankDr, Anlss (or beingso openabouther practices. I
consider this class a valuable learning opportunityfor all of us.
Dr. Artiss then asked the group to again discuss possible directions for the
collaborativeproject. After this time of expressing ideas. Dr. Artiss remindedeveryone
to have a journal entry or a portion of an entry ready to share aloud in next week's class.
For the last part of the class session Dr. Artiss requested the following:
With the time left tonight. I would like everyone to writeajouma l entryin
which you comment on tonight'sclass and the class in general. as well as express
your preferences for the collaborative project. Please tum this in beforeyouleave.
A fitting descriptor for the above class is negotiation. In the second class we saw
negotiation occurring between Dr. Artiss and an individual student. But in this sixth
class we see it usan important groupdynamic in collaborativepedagogy.
IIwas exciting for me as a researcher to see the group and me jointly negotiate
my role in this collective in a very direct way. My role was indeed unfolding. The
students' honest concerns expressed in their journals were signals to Dr. Artiss that an
open discussion was needed about my presence. That Dr. Artiss desired an honest
dialogue is evident by her asking me not to be present as students aired their concerns.
The following excerpts from the journal entries written at the end of this class reveal thai
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the discussion which took place about my presencedid position me in u new wily in the
gro up.
Julia, a student who had not been in the first class meeting. and so did not hear
my initial explanation, says:
I reallyliked the fact thatJan had someinputbecausebeforetonight Ihad
absolutely no idea of who she was or what she wus do ing in lhe clnxs. I wus never
uncomfonable with her presencebUI I wasalwayscurious abouther purpose.
Cherise comments:
I'm glad we hadan opportunity to discussJan's presence here. It wasn't lhal I
minded her (quite the opposite) I was j ust curious fa know where ull her ruriou.~
scribbling wasgoing to end up. I'd hateto opena magazine somednyand see
myself as a gui nea pig in a disc ussion of new classroom techniques!'! Just kidding
• I knowthatwe'dneverbe abusedinthatmurmer!
Oliviawrites:
Well.Jan hasspoken.quelledifference! SoDr.Artissnow it's more
interestingto knowwhatshe'slooking forandI'll definitely findxome questionsto
askher.. ..
Jan. yesI supposeI shouldaddress somelinesto younowthat I know
somethingmaybe I'll write ajoumalspecifically towardsyou as audicuce.
With concise humor. Glenn writes. "Neverhad no problem no way withJan,"
Finally, I use Todd's entry to show the comrortableness between people that I
believe real negotiation spawns. The class want" my input; they have given me
permission not only to read what they write but to become part of the on-going
dialogue. With Todd's entry, I include my comments. These represent a turning point in
my role with thiscollective. The commentsDr. Artiss and I wrote in the margins were
usually accompanied by arrows which indicated their place of relevance. For clarity and
flow I italicizemy insertions. Todd writes:
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First of all, the Jan question . I'm delighted that she was neitheroffended by the
anonymouscriticismsnor unwillingto explainhersituation. I think what we (I)
neededwasIn see her put herselfinto the frayas a real person,notas a detached
observer, But our (my) behavior seemed, well, a little animalistic, as if we (f) just
wanlCd 10tnspectthenewcreature Hope I smelled okay! beforeletting herjoin the
pack. It wO/lldhave taken more than one "animal" to keep me ollfn!tlrings hut that
is nol to sa.I· / wouldn'thave respectedyour "territory'." This problemis out of the
wayand wecan move on. YOllr metaphormadelIlesmile. HO/Jf )'01/don'tmind
Illy pfayinK with it! Jan.
By encouraging the discussionthat took placein this class,Dr. Artiss showsthai
she seesall class management concerns as Important items to be negotiated by the
collective. Ruther than dictate, she chooses to draw from the group solutions,
possibilities. andsuggestions that foster a productive and caring learning environment.
Although most of Dr. Artiss'scomments have focusedon enhancing the groupdynamic,
it is evident in her comment to Sylvia that a successful group endeavordoes not mean
an individual must sacrifice her own positive learning experience. In collaborative
pedagogy, it is thereciprocal nature of the growth of the individualle arner contributing
to the growth of the group which, in turn, enhances and further motivates the individual
that makes this praxisso viable.
I believe the s alient features of collaborative pedagogy that are displayed in this
sixth class, suchas the reflexivity and openness fostered through journal writing, Dr.
Artiss'sdesire for honesty, and mutual responsibility for the class dynamic, not only
allow for such negotiation, but demand that it take place continually on many levels. I
will explore this idea further by amplifying other ideas expressedin thejournal entries
written in the classjust described.
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Voices Five
In the class mentioned above, negotiationoccurred about my place in this
collective and also about class management concerns. It is evident that Dr. Arttss docs
not see herself. nor does she want to be viewed by the other members of the class. ;IS the
sole person responsible for making this endeavor succeed. Dr. Aruss, Inking cues from
previous jo urnal entrie s about class management concerns, shows that, for her, inclusive
decision-making is an import ant aspect of collaborative pedagogy : au t as is shown by
the following samples from the in-class journalentries. as well as Allison's comment
about the class previously mentioned. there are no easy answe rs for deciding whnt
things should benegotiated by the class. Shay says:
Tonight's class is exciting, honest, very progressiveand fun. It's a shame so
many people weremissing. I thinkwe have anexcellent handle on how to work in
this class. It wasshown tonight by talking aboutsome people's inhihitions
concerningJan inour class. We discussed any problemsand satisfaeltlrily worked
them out. . , . I'm happy I decided to take this courseand I'm looking furwnrd to
next week's discussions.
Julia shows agreement with Shay when she writes:
I think thisclass was particularly productive in matters of housekeeping. By
theendof the classit seemedas if theatmospherehadchanged. theair had been
cleared. .
We talkedabout absenteeismand found nosolution. ls tandIirm on the fact
thatpeople shouldnot be ostracized for a missed class becauseotherxrudcutshave
no idea of whatmight have been goingon in the lives of their classmates. I admit
that it could becomea terrible problemduringthe collaborativeproject but, perhaps
knowing that thegrade of another person, or ratherother people, is atstate will
enforcea senseof responsibility.
Jeffrey agrees, as well. when he states:
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I'm gladall the groundwork wasaddressedagainespeciallyregarding!.'TOUP
work lindthe feedback. I have no problems with my group and I don', see
anything to chan ge. I th ink the absent problem discussed was worth the lime
because when persuns are missing from thegroup, we are missing out on ideas just
as m uch as them.
Loved tIle idea of sharingjournal entries. I think it will help me gel 10know the
class belief and tounderstand them.
Cbcnsc seems ambiva lent about the class d iscussion \ "hen she says:
So many ideas have been expressedtonight. I think I need an anacin No make
it a 222 wlcodeine.
People have been very open with ibei r opinlons. l think we're a ll going pretty
much in the same direction with the odd exception. I can't help bUI feeling that II
certainoneor two peopleare reallynot happy in 3817; this classhas certainly
clari fied that. .
On the matterof absenteeism I think wegot carried awayon this topic. We
discussedit for a whole 20 minutes, and I think this timecouldhave been put to
better use. I don't think it's an incredibly greatproblem. I'm happy with the
class!'! I do realizehowever that once the ball starts rolling, it's hard to stop. We
seem to have problems here drawing "the tine" t guesswe're all blabber mouths.
I amexcited about ' earing other people'sjournalsnext Thursday.
Alexis makes the following observations:
Boy. its quire ironic how all this stuff that people are expressingin their
journals isnot coming out in the classor open air. People are very afraidof giving
offense, ufcreatingconflict. They deal with the easier subjectsof the evening like
attendance (I mean easieras in non-emotional). People seem very afraid of
challengeor debate... . Iguess theexpression of frustration on paper is certainly
the s nfestway of doing it. I wonderif the classis non-confrontationalbecause it's
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women? or is it because(herearea few quietpeople whoeveryoneisnfruidof
hurting... This is all so verycomplicatedand sensitive sluff. Anyway I think
next week's joumal readings may do something .
Glenn seems to agree with Cherise when he writes.
The first partof theclass was rather tedious. Absenteeism (Y:lwn!).
Todd makes interesting observations when he writes:
Tonight's class was self-consciously diplomatic. Let me say firstof all tbm I
reallyadmire howyou (the instructor] made an effort10resolve whatever problems
mighthave been out there. I'm not sure rhut the situation wasas tense Ill' us serious
axyou might have feared. butI'm glad thaisome of these ugly runnerswere
dragged out intothe lightof day. The re's no real animosity among the du ss; people
seemed genuinely willing to be polite and compromising. Things, it seems now,
willwork themselves out with no real bloodshed . .
Our elaborate discussion of how to organize groupsand thjngx wussomewhat
pointless, I thought. After all, we only have one or twosuch classes len. so
spending an hour talkingabout a moot question isn't really the best way to usc (l UI'
time. But these administrative details must be dealt with. I guess, andagain,
having gotten them out of the way, we can move on \0 otherthings..
AUthings considered,this class was .. monotonous at times, but a necessary
and beneficialstep in the flow of our semester. Let's close the book un it, and turn
oureyes towardnext week.
From these excerp ts I see, first , a real desi re to get to know one another bette r in
orde r that openness can exist. This again shows a concern on the part of members for
the success of the group, as well as, a sen se of responsibilit y 1'01'class happenings.
Second, I see que stions arising from the spectrum of the opinions expressed that
must be dea lt with by any facilitator of collaborati ve pedagogy. What things should be
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negotiated by the class? How much time should be spent on these? Does every
management item needto be negotiated? Dr. Artiss'scomments written in responseto
some of the journal entries show that she knows she does not have all the answers for
crcuthrg the perfect environment. In referenceto Cherlse's comment about the time
wasted on absenteeism, Dr. Artiss writes,
Thedifficultyis that what seems like too much lime on a subjectforsome
membersof theclassseemsjust riglu (or even too little) for others. I'ma great
believer in trusting people to speak up i f they'd like10suggestmovingon. Please
(/0 so next lime .
This is a very real problem for every co llective. Because certa in things that are im portant
to some are of little conce rn for others and because collaborat ion precludes dictatorial
practices. the fucilitatcr's job becomes quite difficult at limes. The problemis further
com plicated hy the fact that. as Allison pointed out in her second journa l ent ry, students
are not used to making decisions or being self-motivators. Their passive education has
neither prepared them to do so nor to realize. as Jeffrey pointed out, how importa nt each
individual is to the success of the collaborat ive endeavor. In the didactic classroom ,
whether anyone student is present or not will have little or no effect on that class's
agenda. Thus, students carry with them habits accrued as a resul t of thei r previous
educational experiences. The instructor incorpo rating collabora tive pedagogy is
breakin g new ground for many students. Dr. Aniss makes just this point when in
another marginal comment she says. "The readings and structure of classes are very risky
for some people." Drawing people into the "risk zone" is a key go al of co llabora tive
pedagogy but doing so takes sensitivity, trial all4 error, and intuitive kno wledge, not
formulas or unchallengeable demands.
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WindowSix
T he ninth class is my next focus. Dr. Artiss began. "Tonight we will devote to the
collaborativ e proje ct. I have never done thi s in II class before so we will wor k it out
together. Before we do. there are some items I must deal with," First. Dr. An lss
encouraged the students to come and see her right away about :IllYproblem s they we re
having. "I feel bad when I read in journals two weeks later you were strugg ling with
something that I could have helped you with." By this time in the semes ter. student s
were passing in revised drafts of the third analytica l papers. Dr. Artiss asked that
students make s ure to dale a ll work . She also pointed out that her comments were
always made in pencil so they could be erased. Then to reherutc a very important uspcct
of thisclass, she reread the first paragraph on the course outline and then said,
II is veryimportant that whetheryou are sharing personally or morefurmalty.
that yencometo some level of yourownencounterwith the readingsand ideas.
Your writingshouldbe dialogic, a bringingof youridea.", thoughts. and feeli ng.. to
the paper. The moredialogic yourpapers andjournal.s have bccn the more I value
them.
Also, giving feedbackon disembodied paperswithouta context is dilficuh. I
needtheProcess Log. I needtoknow what youweretrying todu. I needto know
what you wantme to do.
Nowthecollaborativeclassproject!
The discussion which ensued covered possible topics for and problems with
doing a collaborative project. Olivia expressed the concern thai corning 10some
consensus and working as a collaborating whole group was going to be difficult since
they were used to working in small groups. A lot of ideas, including the maktng of a
video, looking at media exploitation,exploring feminism in art, doing a mini-study to
determine gender bias in readers' responses, were bandied about until break. By the end
of the discussion, it was apparent that people felt it was best that they break up into
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small groups on the basts of the shared ideas. and members of eac h gro up wo uld work to
develop one theme or project. These would then be shared on Jul y 29th with the who le
group, after which everyo ne would write a journal entry on the collaborative
presentati ons.
After break, Dr. Artiss wa nted some feedback on the final. "I would like you to
deci de whether you would like the final 10 be a take-home or an on-s ite exa m ."
To which Chcrise stated, "I'm uncomfortable having a choice. You should decide.
Anything wi th a strawbe rry on top."
Daph ne said. "I'm reveling in this. I want the strawberries on top!"
"Any suggest ions or ques tions?" queried Dr. Artiss.
Allison commented, "Thi s has been so ind ividualized. What kind of question" can
you come up with?"
"But I don't sec us as indi vidual s having gone off all our ow n," added Dr. Artiss.
"See, I've been lost. I ha ven't known what we are doing and I'm going to find the
exam Irusunrln g,' Allison respo nded.
"Maybe we need to hear from eac h other again. I think we will share some
statements from your journals next week, as we ll as work on the collabora tive project ."
The finalportion of class was spent On fonn ing the small gro ups and crystalliz ing
(he focus of eac h of tile collaborative projects.
On the class outline, it states that a Process Log is to accompan y each analyt ical
paper , In thi s class , w ith the third set of eva luated papers coming in, Dr. Arti ss stressed
the importance of foll owing through on this req uirement. I would like to look at Dr.
Arli ss's use of the Process Log, a copy of which can be found in Appendix B.
In the very first class I described in Window One, Dr. Artiss provided various
mean s by wh ich she and each student would be helped to build a context for the gender
and writing class by articulating pas t and present experiences and ex pecta tions. With
the assumption underlyingcollaborative pedagogy Ihnt our language is :l produc t of
socialization, culture. and history.fl eshing out context at everyopportunity is II vital
requirement. I feel Dr. Artiss'suse of the Process Log is onemore way of doing thi s. Iler
descriptor"disembodiedpapers" is telling. Unlike some Instructors. who bnsc thei r
evaluation on whether or not a paper's content is in harmony with the Insrmcror's own
ideas. Dr. Artiss posits verydifferentcriteria.
I see this Process Log providing two im portan t kinds of conrextuu l knowledge.
First. it allows students to reflect on the learning Ihey have done:us n result of thi s
assignment. What inspired the topic and focus? What writingpreparation W:lS
necessary? W hat was helpful? What has hindered? Howdoes this work compar e In
previousexperiences? I seeencouraging such reflection asan effective wayof helping
students become aware of their own learning styles. Second, the answers to these
questions give theinstructor vital information for continually fl ue-tuning the
collaborative endeavor underway in this particular context, This log co mmunic a tes 'he
idea that there isno preconceived body of information to which a paper will he
compared. It implicitly reiterates that Dr. Artlss's criteria Iorcvuluutioncomeout of her
own desire to learn. to beshown, to change. Depostung information lind having
students "spit it out" almost in the same form as it went in, has no place in this cla ss.
Honest questions asked by both instructorand students are the learning guides. Thus.
the writing do ne in a collaborative environment is writing that attempts to captu rea
genuinejourney or a wrestling with ideas. I see Dr. Aniss's use orthis Process I.ng asan
important element in the collaborativepedagogy in this collective.
A number of students had expressed noth ing but positive comments uboutthc
learning experiencethey are having in 3817. Daphne referring ina journalentry to an
earlier class wrote,
In c1ass(English3817)I heard phrasessucha.~ "Howdid thatmakeyoufeci?"
or "Go witb it." I enjoyit. .. I can'tget my academic mask ttl slayon. Itkeep ....
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fallingo ff. After threecla sses. it's definitely gelling m orecomfortable. ( like new
experiences. It just takes me limeto changem ode. I can feel myself learn ingnew
i tlca.~ and views. and else applying themto m y life.
But the re are o therstu dents w ho at thi s j unciure in the semeste r are expe riencing
rrusuutlon sim ilar to tha i of w hich Allison hinte d in her comment regarding the final. 1
feel there are vcry va lu able le ssons to be leurned bypro bing the struggles studen ts have
either with the whole co llabora tive endeavor o r with par ts of it .
voices Six
Todd wen t hom e from the class j ust described in Window Six and wrote a jou rna l
entry that began as follows:
Ican't doil anymore. I can'tgo on pretendingthat everything in our classis
guingsmashingly . . , Practically nothing is going well. Ido notapprove of
wherewe havegone with rblsctuss. AndI havesome thingsto sayabout
colluborutionthat Iamsure youdon't want to hear. So lthink this would bea
goodoccusionto ventsome ofthe frustrations Ihal have beenbuilding up inme fo r
the(last fewweeks.
In VoicesFive Todd expressed someboredom withthe classdiscussions butsaid thai he
felt the housekeeping things were nece ssary. In ajoumal entry written a week before
theone above. Todd had alreadyexpressedfrustration withthe classby saying:
The discussio ns involvingthe entireclass areneit hervel)'enjoyable nor
productive for me. Usually, aeoupte ofpeop le dominate the time talking about
thingsrelevant only 10themand not important tothe restof us. Frankly, I'mbore d
bytalk. 1l1C round-tablediscussions at the beginning of theclass take up what
seems10 bean e xcessive amountof time with administraive problems.which I
suppose isunavoidable. Personatly.I would liketo see ourinitial talks madeas
shortand focused aspossible,so we canspli t upinto ourgroups andstan learnin g.
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The s trains of d iscontent in the se two e artler entries seenuo ex plode in the entry which
begins this Voicessection. Later in the entry he wrote.
Couatomlon is nota n end in iL<>e lf; il is not anagendades ired fur its ownsake
• orat le ast I'vene ver tboughl so. Instead. it is IItool to lcnming and when pcoptc
sloplearn ingsomething is dreadfully wrong. Idon' carewhethera classroom is
democratic or....I . I still believe that 11professor's duty is Inforce people rolcam .
IIdoesn' t have to be bruta l or oppress ivebu r learning doeshuve In OCl' Ur. In this
class, however. a fewpeople havedecidedtnanhe y're nntinterested in lcarnlng
andthrust iheirwillon tile restof us.
Forgiveme for sounding like a banklng-edacnor or IIlogoccmrisr . . . bill
someth ing is wro ngwith this sort of classroom. I knowyou're quite fondor
asking w hose interests are served by II varie ty ofsu ucmrcs. .. , Le t me usk you
this:W hoseinterestsare servedby squelching intellectualcurioxky in the 1I11111e o f
democra cy? Whose interestsare servedby lettingthe lazygo unpunishedand
dragging themotivned downto their level? Perhapsmostimpunantly, whose
interests areserved bytreat ingeveryoneso eq uitably thatfairn essdisappears'!
I ho pe youcan answer thesequestions •. . beca use I . . can't. I now have no
expectationof having any meaningfulcouebcratc n withtheC1:IS.~ asa whole. The
onlythin g Ican reasonably hope. .. is that mylittle gmupcan usmuch as f)(l...o;iblc
be: left a loneso thatwecan learn something .
Todd expresses discontent and Alliso n in the la stclass stated openly thiltlhing s have
been so "indiv idualized" that shefeels "lost."
Thehonesty which to me characterizes theabo ve commentsis signlflcum . I have
quoted just a small portion o f Todd's entrywhich is actually si x pages long. In a
subsequent entry,Todd refers back to this partic ular offeringas lin "a ttack" on the class
and the professor. The honesty is refreshing for onlookers,but I have considered how
threateni ng such expressions would be to ma ny instruc tors. Is such hon esty possible
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because of Dr. Artiss'sexpressed desire that people level with her about "her own
practice,"or is it part and parcel of collaborative pedagogy? As I seewithmany things.
it is not one or the other but a merging, a oneness of instructorwith the pedagogy; one
cannot exist without the other. Collaborative pedagog y cannot take place if an
instructor'sfears. insecurities, or authoritarian bent prohibithonestdialogicencounter.
Considering how strongly Todd expresses a se nse of frustra tion with the class. I
find signifi cant the change in tone and content of both an added note prefacing the
above entry and a journal entryhe wrote after the next class. His note stated,
This journalentry requires II wordof caution. Looking at it now(several days
afterwriting it), it strikes me as toobitter, even too unfair. But I dothink it's
1luntlil.. It accurately reflects whatI thought and felt at thetime; it helpedme blow
otTsomesteam, I doubt I wouldwrite anythingas caustic now, Please, take my
acrimuny witha grain of salt, okay?
Hisjourna lentry e laborated a similar theme. He wro te,
It's 11:30, andI've been feeling awful. Class has beenover for an hour and a
half, but I've just beensitting here,andfeelingsteadilymore guiltyabout one I
wrote last week, With any luck. you will nothave read it beforethis entrycrosses
yourdesk, This, by the way, is something along the lines of an apology , , , or a
psychological examination. I'm notsure which. , . .
lei me explain, Last week, I didn'tenjoy the class verymuch,surelyfor a
varietyof reasons. Frustratedand annoyed, I went away and wrotea bitterjournal
entryslamming the class, attackingour methods. , . , Now don't misunderstand
me . the piece served its purposebecause it helped me blowoff steam. ButI now
urnnut sure thatmy attack , . wasat all justified.
Here's the rub: tonight'sclass waswonderful. Youorchestrated an orderly,
congenial,and thoughtful round-table discussion that worked brilliantly, Noone
dominated; everyonespoke, , . and ideas flowedwithrespect andpatience, It
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was, in short,as goodan example ofcoltabomncn as I'veever seen. This sluff
really can work . . don't everlet meconvince you otherwise. Anerc tass. I
looked at your comments onmy papers (and Jan's comments. ({MI, which were
great . . ,). I then started thinking aboutall thereal dialogue you and I have
exchanged in th e pasttwo years, andabout howmuch youhave helped me learn.
I received these two j ournal entries together. When I read them, what struck me again
was the important rol e that journal writingplaysin this collective. My comments writte n
to Todd at the endof thesecond entry express this idea :
I readthese entries in tandem. Idon't think Ihave a better exampleof'thc
valuable rolej o urnalwrit ing plays than in these two submissions. What st rikes me
is that becausetheat-the-moment gutreactionwa.s ca ptured and crystallized,as it
were.by writing it down; youhad toreflect, togo backover thing.s. It seems
doing thefirst actually "forced" reflexiveness, Thank you... I mustget this idea
down formy thesis. I guess I havejustexaltedthe tirade.
Journal writing like this allo ws the spotlight to betu rned on o ne's own learning practice,
as well as the classroomdynamic. Questions like. what type of classd iscussions do l
find most valuable? what gr ouping organization bene fits me most? or what has fostere d
or deterred my learni ng? not only he lp students monit or their own lear ning expe rience,
but provide the instructor with vital infonnation for enh ancing the learning momentum.
Further into th e seco nd entry, Toddsays,
I beatup a system whosevery nature allowed me tobeat it up. . . . MypOliitiun
issimilartothat ofa political radicalwho condemns freedom ofspeech • the target
of the attack is precisely that whichmakes the attack possible inthetirstplace. ..
I've taken yourteachingmethodsfor granted, Ofcourse, I'mnot retracting
everythingI sa id lastweek,becauseI still havesome problems withthe waythings
have gone BUl , . . I've discovered now that working through theoccasional
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problems is infinite ly better thanwalkingaway fromyo ur system of learning,
because when it w orks, it w orb brillianl1y.
It seems that through this journal writing experience,Tod d has a different perspective on
lhe value of co llaboration .
Thedialecticin these two entriesreminds me of Volosinov ( 1913) when he says.
"Real ized expression in its iurn, exerts a powerful revers e influence on experience" (p.
90) and "A new signific ance e m anates from an old one, a nd does so with its help, but
this hap pens so that th e new s ignificance can e nter unto contrad iction wilh the o ld one
and restructure it- (p. I (6). Journal writing is an effective medium forsetting in motion
the d ialoguewith oneself lindothers that creates a dialec tic which I believe generates
knowledge.
Theclass thatTodd refers (0 in his latterentry has itsown, rather unique. context
which I will now explo re in Window Seven.
WindowSeven
Thepossible cau ses for Todd's frustrations arenu merous. Oneconsideration
might be that learning. like physical growth, can have timesof spurtsand stagnancies.
Another contributing factorcould be the shift in focus the collective is laking from the
analytical papers 10 the collaborative project Dr. Arnss saidattemp ting a collaborative
projcc t of the kindshe asked the class to do was new for her and j ust maybe everyone's
uncertainty about exac tly how to proceed has made the learning momentum slow down.
But I have anotherpos sible explanation that sterns from my involvement with this class
asu researcher.
It WIIS a l this point in my study that I began taping interviews with the students
inthis collective. I wa s quite surprised by what a number of studentshad to say. for it
seemed to methat some of their in-classcommentsdid not always reflect lhe views and
ideas theyso readily sh aredin meinterviews. What bec ameapparentto me is that
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members of this co llective had not come to a com mon und erstandin g of so me key words.
suchas feminism, politics . structuresof power,and socinfizanon thut hnd surfaced in the
discussions. Thus, preconceived definitions framed how people were interpreting what
otherssaid. While taping . it becameevident that people w ho considered themselveson
"the other side" from othe rs in the collective, were really in t h~ same camp when
definitions and assumpt ion s were articula ted. I think tha t in pari, "lines" hnd been drawn
that very first wee k when some felt alienated from ideas expressed in certa in essays
while others were in harmony with the essays' points of view.
I decided to share myobservationswith Dr. Artiss and Glenn, 11studentwho I had
learned through our conversations together had a keen interest in the workingsof
collaborative learning. Having informed students that I might share portions or their
interviewswith bothDr. Artiss and Glenn, the three or us mel"to collaborate on
collaboration."
I found the differences in Dr. Artlss'sand Glenn's responses 10 the interview
excerpts interesting. Dr . Artiss was not surprised by what she heard on the tapes. Al'lcr
all.she had been immersed in the journals andanalytical pa pers of nllthc members or this
collective. Dr. Artisswas aware of a larger picture of stude ntopinionsand ideas. Glenn,
however, wasquite surp rised, as I hadbeen. A numberof timeswhata personsa id
during the interview did not seem to reflect how Glenn or I had perceived their views to
bebased on their commen ts in class. As well, Glenn seemed surprisedwhen he
discovered that his use of a word. like 'politics"differed sig nilicantly from how others
wereusing the term. It became apparent to the threeof us that in a number ofclass
discussions people had been talking past one another because there had been no
coming to terms with co mmon definitions.
Subsequently, we decided thai in the next class the discussionneeded to focus
students in such a way that underlyingassumptions and definitions would berevealed.
Dr. Artiss decided that she would choosesomecontroversia l ideas expressed in various
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journal entries,and present themanonymous lyto the whole g roup. The discussion
which took placein that next class wasthe o neTodd said "worked brilliantly." It was
this class that seemed to make Todd changehisopinion about theva lue of
collaboration.
VoicesSeven
As previously Slated , partof my researchagenda emanated fro mquestionsabout
sources and generation of kn owledg e. I was interested in finding out what or who we re
the sources of knowledge a nd how this knowledge wasgene ra tedin thiscollective. J
wanled10 findout, as well, if membersinthis collective saw a differe ncebetweenthe
learning occurring in this c lass and in other coursestheyhad taken. Sincethe
instructor's role frames the context for the howlind the what of knowl edge in a
cl assroom, someo f my inte rview qu estions (see Appe ndixC) wered esigned to explore
the relationshipof knowledg e and Dr. Artiss's rolein thiscollective. For thisdiscussion,
J drawfrom the interview ma terial of fourstudents.
When nsked todescrib e Dr. Artiss's role, the s tudentsusedwo rds like mediator.
fuctliuuor,antlguide, Corw ynsaid , "She is notas much ateac her as a coordinator. She
is there10 direct our discussions and giveus topics to discuss , Shegives us information
but is not there 10 tell us what is right fromwrong,but tomore or less, guideus," Glenn
pointed outihat,
Dr. Artiss usa mediator tries tobeunbiased and non-partisan. T hisfits
perfectlywith thenotio nsofsoc iallyconstruted knowledge . thecollectiveeffort,
and decenertngibeclassroom. Andshe seemsto do itmost of thetime. She's
consciousof beinga teacher, thus,shedoesguide theconversation and what wedo
10 a certain extern She hasan agrnda and usually startsout theclass telling us
what thaiagendais.
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Daphne first made this comparisonto explain Dr.Artiss's role:
It's likeshe's takingyo u on this voyageandshe's sayins. "To the Id l weIUlVe
this and tothe right we have this." We are thereto observeand learnand il ' .~ like
she's guiding us in the right direc tion ihroughout [he journey bu t it's ou r job to
leamaswego .
Lat er in the interview Daphne made this ana logy:
It's like going on a lib rary tour andshe is theguide. All tha t knowledge is out
there and she's showing mellow to goget it If I go gCIit,l can really gel
somewhere. If I don't take advantageof thai. Iget nothing.
Besides the students whohad taken a classfrom Dr. Artiss before, only Allison said thai
she had one other co urse that had been decentered, a te nn she defined as 11type of c1llsS
where the professor doesn't do all the lecturing and the stude nts lire expected to have
input. "Everyone has anequal share and an equal say." Allison describes the scene in
most classes as one where "you sit down, the professor stands up, lectur es abo ut the
subject, and you write notes , and then go away and think abo ut what wassaid."
Cherise reflected on the differe nce between Dr. Arliss andother instructors:
Asa person she'snot reallydifferent. I'vehad some really nice professors.
It's moreherteaching methods, not just her. It's like she teeches in circlesand
everyone else teaches in squares. This is trueeven withother women teachers.
One I hadwas verynice andshe didpromote conversationbu t t here wassullt hat
element of monarch. I d idn'tlearn as much inher classas I'm leaming ill Dr.
Anlss'sctass.
Studentsechoed eac h other when they said that in other classes the knowledge was
give n out by the instructor for them to "regurgitate" and "spit back" on tests. Allison
pointed out that, in otherclass es, knowledge alsocame from textbooks hut often the
professor interpreted the tex t material. Daphne explained the adjustment she had to
makeasa memberof the class:
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Youare programmedfrom dayone 10 give the proressor what he wants because
that i.show yOll gCI a good mark. You find out what this person wants, what it is
they arc laek ing fur, how they went things written, what they want you to ge t out
uf thecourse and that is what you focus on. So for a while, I was preoccupied
with what it wus she was trymg to gCI from me so I could give it to her. I started
re/llling whenI rcnlized [hal what wa.s important was marwe were to figure OUI
things on cur own.
Glenn expressed u similar idea when he talked about how in other classes he felt like it
was II ga me of guess ing the right answer or the interpret ation in the mind of the
instructo r.
Dr. Artis.,> tries 10make each person feelcomfortable within her limits and treats
euch individual as an individual. That gives the individual a sense of powerthat he
or she i.~ not guing to be judged on the basis of right and wrongso that a person can
say something tentatively so it can be flushed out. I don't think people are overly
consciousthat theyareconstructing knowledge but the interaction of the class
deciding what we read and what we do from day to day gives a sense of power.
That's a big thing for me in this course. I feel so much more active ann oowerful.
I'm a part of'the process rather thanjust beingactedonbya lecture.
Like Glenn. students painted u very different picture of the source of knowledge in thi s
endeavor. ~ 1 1I this class,~ said Corwyn, "we learn just as much from each other as we do
from Dr. Artiss. Students are involved; we have equal input and everyone is on equal
fooling." Cc rwyn went on and shared an example of now even outside of class
discussions knowledge is being generated between members of the co llective.
I wantedsomeother ideas outside of class and askedGlenn 10meet with me.
He came over to my house to help me with the collaborativeproject. He's not in
my gmup but l felt he could help me with whal I was dealing with. We talked for
all hour about the projectand then for another two hours aboutother things.
) 8
Allison stated that the essays were a very important source of knowledge for her. But in
this cla ss, Dr. Artiss did not interpr et any of the texts. "You do the rcadtngs. the
thinking, the writing, and the talking and she j ust guides it aII."
It became apparent that it w as not only the tunny sources of knowl edge that
made this class different but the type of knowledge that was generated. as well. Ih.'I'Cis
a porti on of the interview with Alli son that deals with the kind of know ledge she saw
being generated in this course.
p: What have youbeen learning in this course'!
A: I've learned about fem a le literary criticism thro ugh there;nJings . BUl l don 't
thinkI wouldhave understood the thread that tied them altogether i f' the
professor hadn't been there to say we shouldbequestioning our ussurnptlous
and thurthis is aUdialogue and we're all justsupposed to talk ubuut this and
nobody is right or wrong. She solidified it all.
Q. What kindof knowledge is this?
A: It is reallya structure; there is no knowledge to get in this course. I think she
whole courseis an exercise in self-awareness and self-questioning.
Q; What is knowledge to you?
A Itls fucts and flgures.
Q; So self-awareness wouldbein anathercategcry foryou'!
A:. Yes, a higher category. I think the two go hand-in-hand. I mean you can't be
ignorantlind be self-aware. You have to beknowledgeable antiself-aware.
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Q: Can yoube knowledgeable and not self-aware?
A: Of course youcan. LOl~ of people that can get up there and talk about
somethingand not have it affect their lives. 1think if youare going to learn
anything you need to apply it tu your life.
Q; Does 'hi."course make you do thaI more"
A: Ycs, delinitely.
Q: So you wouldconsiderthe learning that i,,, taking place for you in thisclass at
a bigher lcvel?
A; It is more personal thanjust information gathering, and of course that is
better.
Cherisc expressed a difference in the learning taking place in this contex t and the
learning she had been used 10. "The schoo l system I went through produced square
products lind the school system Dr. Art iss promotes has round products. At least that is
how I sec it ill Illy brain; concrete versus flowing ideas; a flowing and learning from
others."
When asked how shehad changed as a result of this class. Daphne said:
Before this class I hated 10 write anything. Now I don'tmind it as much. Ican
write much Fasterand I can get Ihings down in a muchbcuerway. I have learned
Ihilt therearedifferentwaysof wl~.jng other than whatthehistorydepart ment or the
polhicnlsciencedepartment tellsyou.
As wctt.thls courseteaches )'ou that you have 10 listen. absorb,and understand
other perspectives10workthings out because life is a group. You arealwaysin a
gftl llllllllJ )'Oll have to lisienand learn how10 make a gro..p work.
From the above comments. three things areevident about knowledge in this class.
First, in this environment, knowledge is, as Glenn pointed out. sociallyconstructed hy
the members in this collective. As the comments above reflect. there is a senseof equal
status for each member's ideasor contributions. Here there is not an imposed positionof
expertise but rather a shifting and pooling of expertise as students share :1I1Useck
opinions and constructive criticismfrom each other.as wcll as the instructor. SCl.:OlUJ. it
is clear to me that the generationof knowledge in this collectivehinges on dialogue,
both the written and the oral. The journals and assignmcnts capture ind ividual inner
dialogues, which are themselves constituted by a polyphonyof voices from such
sources as written texts, others in the collective, and experience. The members or this
collective have touched one another through the on-going dialogic encounters taking
place both in and out of class, Third, the kind of knowledgebeing generated is fur more
than information gathering. The knowledge generated in this class seems to be. as
Allison describes it above, in a "highercategory," a knowledge which results in "scJf-
awareness," This knowledge comes into being through the "flowingor ideas," by
entertaining "multiple perspectives," and by exposing "assumptions and biases." I
believe that this is the knowledge of individual andcollective Intcrprcunion which,
although characterized by a tentativeness, empowers members for individual und social
transformation.
Window Eight
In this final window, l will look at how Dr. Artiss brings 10 a close this
collaborative endeavor.
Through conversations with a number of the students, I gathered information
about how their collaborativegroups worked. Glenn began describing his experience in
his group by comparing it with a group experience in another course:
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In this mher class wealso had a .~ma ll group project 10do but the project was seen
as distinctand separate fromeverything else. . , The projects were set and
assigned by the drawing of numbers. There was conflict in the group . . because
two of us weredoing allthe work and the other three weren't and there was no way
to get them10 do the work because there was no overriding theoryor premise that
we were 10 cooperateand negotiate and deal with each other personallyat a positive
level. In this course the project wus just something to gel done. In this class the
project ixa whole process characterized by negotiation.
Whenour group first merthe other three were socializing. The talk was about
movies. I tried 10 steer the discus-sian towards the project. I saw that there was a
division between us: I wanted to do something in French feminist theory. Olivia
wanted to look at art, Sylvia was interested in films, and Todd wanted to look at
gende r issues in Shakespeare. I saw that if everyone was to be included we would
have to forego work on French feminism. So I suggested that we look at how
women aresignified in various media, like art, movies, literature, and videos and
rap. This helped us evolve a common basis.
It became apparent that the other members wanted to do their part of the project
independently and then come back and tic everything together by drawing ideas
Inxn IeminlsrHtemrycriticismto create what seemed to me a rathersuperficial
overview. This is nol what I had in mind. Although I was interested in videos and
rapand hold previously talked with Dr. Artiss about the possibilitiesof this topic, it
was notreally what I wanted to do for a culmlnuung project. I had wanted tofind a
commonbasis or mests in Frenchliterary criticism . . . I really gave up the most
in the group, since the omers were working on some aspect of what they initially
expressed <I n interest in, BUI that's okay. 111erap issue will be a diversion for me.
In the lnstclass, which took place in Dr. Artis s's home with food and beverage on
hand, the project!'! were presented. The presentations consisted of a video on PMS, a
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two-chara cter play about abortion , a mini -study 011 reader bins, a look mmedia through
the perspective of feminist literary criticism. and three essays (each with II different s lant)
on black women writers. Lively discussion s followed each presen tation. In ndduion , Or.
Artiss asked each student to write a journal entry which gave II response to each
collaborative project, as well as information on the student's own experience with his ur
her own projec t. Taylor wrote:
, . some great dialogue at Dr. Aniss's. Whnl a night! . . '1111S exerc ise hll.~
been very helpful. . . . Collaboration was great! I didn't think it wouldwork. bUI
it did. I think you have 10be willing to give-In to an extent, inorder IUmake it
work. It is easy to want things your way . but in collaboration. it isn't jusl you any
longer. If you want 10 keep your partners, you have to be willing ttl concede
sometimes. You have10 find timeto talk to yourgroup. You can't leave it untilthe
night before it's due andexpect it 10 work. It is a time-sequenced process.
Dialogue is very importan t to collaboration. Youknock backand forth ideus, us
well as speak up when youagreeor disagree. You have to speak - yt;Uhave to help
the group. Silence is the wrongvoice to use • it lets your group down. In
collaboration youhavea certain freedom - you use your voice whenever nccc......lry
to defend your ideas ... I like collaborationthrough dialogue. I think it works .
For the final assignment, Dr, Artiss requested that eve ryone do an entry ubout
how classmates helped or impeded work as well as giving reedbilc~ on the course itself.
These entries were to be turned in with the binder containing all the writte n work done
for the "Gender and Writing" class.
As previously mentioned in my desc ription or the first class , Dr. Artlss's comm ents
about the collaborative project showed that she hoped it would crys talllr:e and record
much of the knowledge that was generated by the collective ove r the term. In the
comments of the two students about their experiences with the co llaborati ve projects, I
see their recogn ition that two kinds or knowledge have been gained: ins ight about the
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process of working with others and an understanding of the diverse inte rests of
members of the grou p.
Glenn men tioned that in another class there was not the understandin g that
people were to coopera te and negotiate. Dr. Artiss never lectured or gave notes which
overtly dec lared such a premise. but l feel she established this idea by her lack of
authoritarian practices and by comments such as the following given that first night:
We use language with othe r people by listening, and eng agi ng in n dialogue IlUlI
pres upposes that we are alllearners..•. If we are goi ng to change. we need 10
work together . Th is will not happen i f the classroom remains compet itive and
individualistic,
Glenn told about the negotiation and co mpro mise necessary to come up with a
topic thut would incorporate others' interests. Although the video/rap topic was of
interest 10 him. Glenn makes it plain that the project finally agreed upon was nOI what he
rc'llly wanted 10 do. Ref lecting on hrr experience with collaboration, Taylor also slates
the importance of the willingness to "give in 10 an extent. in order to make it work. It is
easy 10 want things your way. but in collaboration, it isn't just you any longer,"
In addition, Taylor makes the point about the importance of giving time for
groups 10 tatk. I see inTaylor's comment more than just a statement against
prrcmsrination. I see in collaboration the process of life. I don', mean thai collaboration
is a method or fonnula which copies the way life is. Rather. I see in collaborative
pedagogy the recognition of ' lOW we come to know in every way which, if we combine
the ideas of Ricoeur and Dewey. is to reflect on the "sensations" and "rawexperiences"
made up of encounters with people. texts, and other experiences, in such a way as to
di.~ t 'IIll'C ourselves from these which then allows us 10 interpret our participation in order
to bring meaning and establish connections. Recognizing that knowledge of all kinds
co mes about in this way disallows a system which labels as knowledge facts that are
memorized in a night. spit out the next day on a test. and forgonen before the week is
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over. Collaborat ive pedagogy's prax is for kn owledge hinges a ll II prec ess which
requires time for interaction, recursive reflection, and "tnrerprctntionof participation"
(Rtcoe ur in Van Den Hengel. 1982. p. 109). Taylo r recognizes that time is a necessary
condition for collaboration to occur ,
Second, I think the variety exhibited in the collabouulve projects is significant. In
her initial comments about the collabo rative projects. Dr . Artiss said, "You. indi vidually
or in smaller units, will decide both the issues to address and ponder, and the voicesyou
will pay attention to," It seemsto me that the diversity of topicslindformals reveals uuu
stude nts have indeed decided w hat to address and whic h voices they listened to. The
students in this co llective have been freed, "empowered " as one stude nt phrased it, to
follow paths of their own choosi ng. Even in the concessions like those made by Glcnn
and Taylor, the giving up was a choice they made beca use of knowledge about how
people wor k success fully together.
It was evident as I read the journal ent ries dea ling with the collnbonuivc pr oject s.
that students felt beth the setting and the prese ntatio n of the projects provided a
satisfying end to the course . I sensed in these entries a spirit of camar aderie and
appreciat ion for one another's contributions.
Voices Eight
In this last voices section. I will draw from the final journal entries Dr. Artiss
requested in the last c lass.
What became apparent as I read what students shared about eac h other, was how
expertise was indeed pooled in this collective. Certain students were repeatedly
menti oned for their par ticular contributions. For philosophical concerns, Todd was
sought out; for an allerna te perspective valued for critiquing analytical papers. Olivia
was mention ed; for informati on about cri tica l theory and the givir:,; ideas abo ut how to
look at or proceed with work, G lenn was repea tedl y mentioned. I was even ment ioned
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for my opinions on collabora tion itself and. of co urse, Dr. Artiss was mentioned most
Ircqocruly for her influence on the courseand in relation to helping individuals gain self
awareness about their own writing and gender issues,
Students commented on the journals entries sharedin classwhich benefitedthem
most or from whic h they received insights abo ut other class members. Some of the
students wished that there had been more lime spe nt sharing portions from journals.
They ident ified attitudes they felt were exhibited by other students which added or
detracted from the dynamic of the class. In this entry, they alsoevaluated the course
through compliments,criticisms, and suggestions for future courses.
I feel requiring such anentry accomplished two things, First, it gavestudents a
final opportunity to reflect on their ownlearning experiencein this class. Doing so
again makes the students look at their own and others' behaviors and attitudes in
relation to the workingout of a successful collaborativeendeavor, As I read their
comments, I saw that the members of thiscollective had gained many insights about how
to successfully collaboratewith others, Second, this gaveDr, Artissone last look at the
collaborative dynamic which had been at work in this collective, She onceagain
opened up her practices and herself for scrutiny.
Whatwas especially interesting about these final journal entries was that
ullhough they brought a senseof closure to this collective endeavor, sameof them
ended with II comment from Dr. Artisswhich invited further dialogue. It wasas if the
invitation to participate in the conversation laking place in the "parlour" was continually
extended.
In the next chapter, I will deal with the implications forclassroom practiceof some.
of the premises of collaborative pedagogy.
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Chapter Th ree
Reflections on Classroom Practices
Since the im petus behind this study was my desire 10 enhance my own and
others' educational practice. the question of how 1would handle or view a certain
situation or emphasis if it were a class for which I was responsible was continually
before me as l researched this class. This question begged me to come 10 some tcnuuivc
conclusions about a number of aspects of the class.
First, from my description of the class.I think it is evident that the rolejournal
writing bad in this collaborative endeavor cannot be underrated. BUI having sa id this. I
do feel thai a word of ca ution about an appropriate use of journals needs to be sounded.
Often when students are not used to journal writing, they confuse the desired
informality with a free-far-all type of personaldiary. If journal writing is to provide that
necessaryfuel for thedialogic interaction, it needs to be focused. relatinginsome way to
the purpose of the collaborative endeavor, in this case, issuesof writing lind gender. Per
example, sharing details about boyfriend-girlfriend conflicts seemsof limited value in this
context unless viewed through the lens of concerns relevant to the class such ,IS power
struggles,gender issues. stereotypes,or gender issues generally. Relating uuu one's
child is sick is pertinent if it givesanexplanation for a late usslgmncnt or if the mother
has had to work out all the details for alternate care because the spouse docs not sec his
responsibility as caretaker. This then becomes a class related issue for this collective. In
a statement Rudge makes (on p. 17 in my first chapter). he uses the term "therapy". I feci
the "therapy" Rudge is talking about refers to members feeling free to offer honest
opinionsand ideas that make the learning in a particular contextmeaningful for life. In a
risk-taking environment. a danger is to get sidelined from the focus of the collaborative
endeavor in the misguided attempt to beeverything to all people. Although the
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collaborative environment should becharacterized by nurture, its members, including the
instructor, must never feci responsible for filling the role of those trained in counseling
professions.
Second, because collaborative pedagogy is found ed on the possibility of endless
change, revision is, as I said previously. the "constant open I.> us." Such a premise brings
any teacher concerned with fostering students' writing face to face with the following
question: Does this premise mean that the number of vers ions of a piece of writing that
can besubmitted must be unlimited for collaborative principles to be upheld? I think
not. Fostering the idea that writing is a living tool is what is important. But the limits of
lime for both instructor and student means that the focused collaboration on any
particular piece must have boundaries. If not, the experiences associated with other
parts of the instructor's agenda may never be realized especially with the time restraints
imposed by semesrerizatlon. Openness andchange require exploration on many fronts.
Third. an instructor incorporating collaborative pedagogy should conlinually help
members (If the collective interact in meaningful and productive ways. as exhibited in
this class. Collaboration cannot take place among a group of strangers. A group of
people may be completely isolated from and unknown to one another and produce a
single written product if, say, one person writes. one edits. one types, etc. But the
collaborative endeavor J am arguing for in this paper is based on a pedagogy which is
judged by far more than anend product. For collaboration to exist, members of the
group must be continually sharing ideas and interpreting them together in order that
relevant knowledge is being generated for each individual and the collective as a whole.
Such interaction hinges on members getting to know one another. Members of a
collective must continually be given opportunities to find out how others are feeling,
interpreting. and perceiving any concerns relevant to this collective. Such opportunities
arc vital for fostering 1\ trusting environment that is so necessary if honest dialogue is to
occur .
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Fourth. the focus of any collectiveshould be established right fromthe sl;1I1. As
prev iously mentioned. throu gh the taped interv iews I saw that stude nts had bee n using
words in differe nt ways. It is important that. in the beginning discussions. key words or
issues are brought forwardso that common definitions can be fleshed out. This. J feci.
will not only help focus initial discussions but will also make the dialogue more
meaningful overall.
Fifth, I huve pointed out that recognizing and incorporating a polyphony of
voices is an important feature of collaborative pedagogy, but the importanceof doing so
becameeven more apparent to mein my role as researcher. In thiscollectiveIllyvoice
provided a different perspect ive than that of instructor or student. I feelmy
conversations with students, especially thosecaptured on tape. provided some valuable
insights into the inner workingsof this collaborativeendeavor. Af:I reflected on the
sessionwhere Dr. Artiss, Glenn.and I "collaborated 0 11collaboration" it became apparent
thai because the instructor is continuallydialoguing with every member of the collective
viajournals,assignments. and conferences. what may stand out to her is the learning and
change that are taking place on many fronts. The valuable changesshe maysee being
attested to by individuals could possibly overshadow her assessment of the class
dynamicsat work in the group as a whole. My position and work in this collective
allowed me to see what I viewed as a problem or inconsistency in the class. Sharingmy
conclusions resulted in some direct changes in the way subsequent classes were
structured. This experience revealed to me that the importance of incorporating as many
voicesas possible in all aspectsof the collaborativeendeavor docs far more than add
variety or enlarge student perspectives on issues. Allowing for the voiceof, for the lack
of a better term, an "outsider" such as myself. brings an important evaluative perspective
on the collaborative pedagogy dynamic at work in any particular context. This has
implications for me as an educator. The more voices I draw on and allow to sound
concerning my practice in the classroom. the more successful I will be in my
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incorporation of collaborative pedagogy. This implies the importance of dialoguing will!
and beingopen to the opinions of fellow teachers. parents and administrators. outside
researchers. as well as students. and taking time 10 reflect on what others have said.
And. finally, the followi ng ques tion must be considered: because collaborative
pedagogy acknowledges and values heterogeneity, can the collaborativeendeavor be
j udged successful even if all the mem bers of the collec tive discover they are not in
harmony with or he lped by the collaborative method? In others words. do we label the
attempt "a failure" if everyone's needs, real or perceived, are not met? It is in dealing
with this question that I think every teacher incorporating collaborative pedagogy
walks a fine line especially when considering student advice to alter or evaluate class
practice. No educator can ever est ablish a learning environment that can meet the needs
of every member while working om his or her own agenda and the curriculum
guidelines. A number of times, Allison expresses difficulties she is having with this
course. Todd at one -oint seems very disgusted with the course. Judging from someof
Or. Artiss's comments and suggestions on some students' writing, a couple of them
tended only to summarize rather than placing themselves in the dialogue. At times.
whcn it seems Dr. Aniss would like to see change and subsequent action towards a
particular systemor issue, a reifying of the system or a resignation to the way things are
is shown. How does one balance all these divergent ingredients for assessing practice?
I\s I see it, two things are important. One is having criteria composedof theessential
featuresof collaborative pedagogy which serve as an umbrella reference as the class
progresses, and the other is applying the criteria in such a way thut the whole endeavor
is judged ll S much as is possible. Sylvia's final entrycaptures for me this fine line,
Frankly. I am a little ambivalent about the working style oflh iscourse. With
theemphasis on open discu!'o. .ion, classes were occasionally uncomfortable and
sometimejus! boring. Also. the smaller groupsdidn't work verywell for me,for a
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variety of reasons. nor the least of whichwas thai personal reasons keptme OUI of
two vital sessions.
BUll do see the valuein this type of approach10learning. There i~litlmething
excitinghere.and the problem i" thestrength of collaborative learning Lot I~ same
a..its weakness: the people in the class, Wheredocs an individual sluJcn,':o; biases
and visions stop and the d as....leamin g begin? . . •
Even though I did spend most of lhe cia....; lime feeling lik!!' a fish uut (If water •
. . and even though 1obviously found some of myclassnuuex to be lcs.. than
enthralling, I can't em phasize enough my gut jnstinct uuu there is something vaul
and fundamentally revolutionary in this type of learning. If you had uskcdmc
halfway through this CO UniC if I'd tty another like it, I'd have said "No way." hut
nowI'd like10continue with it. Would I recommend it 10 another sluUcnl'! NUl
without talkingoutsome ofthe problems I'd had with it, but I'dprobabfyend lip
urgingsrhetosignon.
I feel the opinionsSylvia expresses showthat, although individual needs must be mct
and negotiation must continually lake place individually and collectively, a teacher I1II1SI
try to look at as complete a picture as possible. Boththe point of time in the course and
the overall knowledge being generatedmust beconsidered when an educa tor is
assessing the class and her practice. Noone opinion given at any one point of time
should provide the last word. The overallconsensus expressed over u periodof time is a
good indicator of the success of the collaborative endeavor.
When I try 10 look back at the wholeexperience of this class, insofar as it is
available to me, through the journal writings, tapedinterviews, und Illy conversations
with and observations of this collective, I see a successful implementation of
collaborative pedagogy. Repeatedly, students expressed a sense of control or to usc
Glenn's term "empowerment" about the writing and thinking they weredoing. I sec Dr.
Artiss's non-authoritarian stance,willingness to negotiate, and her openness to revision
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creating a risk-laking e nviron ment where peop le have experimented with wr iting and
have stretched their thinking. Dia logue was cen tralto the work ings of this e ndeav or.
This see med to hold both in and outside clas s . On her taped inte rview, Daphne pointed
out how different this class was from others she had taken . She said thai whe n yO li sec
students in the T hompso n Centre who are in your other cla sses. yOll just nod o r say
hello unless yo u know them from somewhe re else. But when you sec someone fromthis
class, you stop and talk about class-related concerns. The lack of competitiveness
between indiv iduals and the va rious gro ups is significant. Expert ise shifted und the shift
resulted in students being affirmed and helped by one another. nor vying againstnne
another for grades. Glenn, usually a silent presence in otherclassesaccording to
information he gave in his interview, expressed surprise at being recognized lind sought
out by many in this collectivefor his "expertise." Finally, I see Dr. Aniss'sviewsabout
language and knowledge pervading the whole endeavor. Students repeatedlysaid thaI
this class was different from others in that here the concern was not to memorize and
"regurgitate"facts and information. Allison expressed that what was being learned here
wasa self-awareness which came through dialogue and reflection. I feel that the
learning that took place in this collectivedid make lifemore meaningful for the
participants. Students saw issues and their place in society in a new way. They were
recognizing, as Allison pointed out, assumptions which had influenced how they spoke,
acted. thought. and had been treated. I can only conclude that this group was an
interpretive community concerned with ontological purpose.
In the final chapter I will discuss the challengesand rewards of establishing
collaborative pedagogy.
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Chapter Four
The Risks and Rewards of Collaborative Pedagogy
What factor or factors allow for the incorporatio n of collabora tive pedagogy? A
number of students seemed to feel that Dr. Arttss's perso nality was essen tial. Menti oned
were personalit y traits such us flexibili ty and ope nness in couj unctton wi th her nurturing
and loving manner. Although I agree personality traits us those mentioned are
important, I sec in Dr. Artiss'swork and Shirley BriceHeath's work something even more
crucial to the fostering of collaborative pedagogy.
In WlIys with Words, Heath shares in her Epilogue that. on a return visit severa l
years after her study was publi shed to the communities with whom she had wor ked, she
found that most of the classroom practices reported in her study had been discarded. I
asked myself: How could such a success ful implementation of co llaboration have been
discontinued in just a few years? When her methods worked so well, how could people
have allowed them to die especia lly considering that the success of these programs was
documented with standardized achievement tests which, it would seem, provided further
validation for some onlooking educators? In the Epilogue, Heath offers insight when
she says,
Anthropologists study social life as and where it is lived through the
mediu m of a particular social group, but the ethnographic present never
remains us it is described , nor does description of the current times fully
capture the influences and forces of history on the present (Heath, 1983.
p. 9).
One signtflca m factor which helped chan ge "the ethnographic present" was that Shirley
Brice Heath wasno longer on the scene, helping educators to work in practice a
philosophy which grou nded all her ed ucationa l relationships and practices. As long as
she was present, the philosophy pervaded. This leads me to feel that it was her presence
and guiding hand rather than a shift in each teacher's own philosophy which influenced
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the dramatic changeswhichoccurredin variousclassrooms. Howcould it beotherwise?
Articles such as the one by Heath and Mclau ghlin (1987). continue to cxcmplifythe
fact that Dr. Heath still holds to the: ideologies she: expressed in Way.r 11,;,11 Word .f . The
implicationof the above is that our real practice as educators, that is, that which
continues behindclosed doors or when we are on our own, is shaped and continued hy
our own theoriesand philosophy. notby someone else's good ideas. The reachers in the
Piedmont. in my mind. could not have allowedsuch practices to disappear had they
internalized to such a degree the ideas Heath shared so :IS to alter their pcrsonul
philosophies about the learner and education. Of course. institutional politic:s exerted
their agenda on educationalpractice in the Piedmont schools. :IS well. Administrntivc
pressure for conformity and standardization discouraged teachers from continuing the
practice of accepting diverse cullural capitals in the classrooms of thisregion.
Herein lies the challenge for both those who promote and those nucmpung to
incorporate collaborative pedagogy. It is not a step-by-step methodology. It is not a
classroom practice that onecan read about today and make opera tional in the c1:ISSro UI11
tomorrow. At its roots it is a personal philosophy which sees learning taking place when
individualsand thecollective are aware of the ovcrarchingpursuit of ontological
significance via language experiences which are acknowledged as being embedded in
people. beliefs. values. culture. andhistory. Thus. collaborative pcda-ogy sees learning
occurring through. and doesall it can to enhance, the interactions in the multitude of
interpretive communities which form the web of ourexistence.
Viewing learning in this way is the shift in educationalparadigms that l alludedto
in my opening chapter. Many individuals, like Dr. Artiss andmyself, arc in the process of
making theshift, but it is not an easy shift to make personally lindeven moredifficult for
the educational communityas a whole. Kuhn(1970) points out. "The transfer of
allegiancefrom paradigm to paradigm is a conversion experience that cannot be forced.M
A sourceof lifelong resistance is the "assurance that the old paradigmwill ultimately
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solveall its problems, that nature can be shovedinto the box. the paradigm provides"
(p. I.'I -152).
I feel there is another resistant forcefor educators which lies at the heart of our
own education. We arc products of. 10usc Fr ere's metaphor. "the banking system of
education. " Passivity desc ribes for most of us our sta nce as students. And of far deepe r
co nsequence is that our affirmation as studen ts, and our iden tity in general, was
dependent on II certain degreeof conformity. Formany of us, the report card affinned us
and , thus, entrenched further our passive "learning" behaviors.
Furthermore, fromprimaryschool through university, authoritarianism
characte rized runny of our teaching mode ls. exalti ng particular kinds of knowledge
transmission, and prescribing the way information was handled. The lecture method was
the modus operandi in most of our classes. To become and practice in ways other than
we have always known is a ri s ~. of significantproportions. To do so means we launch
ourselves into uncharted waters, where unanticipated events, often stormy, become
possibilities each day. Althoughstayingmoored to the dock, wnh sails down, and
everything so secure that all can beanticipated,controlled, andpredicted may eliminate
risk, it forcibly begs the question, "Has learning really occurred?" This is the question
which stirred discontent with my classroompractices and created a crises for me which
fueled the search and shift in ideas which this paper represents.
How can a major shift in learning paradigms occur for individualsand society in
general? Kuhnsays that the starting point is to recognize the crises. I believewearc at
u crisispoint in education. I think the time to revolutionize the way we view learning,
knowledge, andrelationships at every educational level is now. Those making noises
about going buck. tightening things up, standardizing to a greater degree must begin to
realize that the philosophies and assumptionsunderlying those practicesare the very
things that have put us in the crisis situation whichexists today. There is far too much
knowledge to "bank" and cram into students' heads. Far too many students feel
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alienated from content. methods. and people. Authoritarianism has created a
dependence on formulas. systems, and governments. has e xalted certain kindsof
knowledge andexcluded others. and has promoted individualistic competitiveness
when what is needed for meaningfulexistence is initiative. openness, creativeness.and
cooperation. Incorporating collaborative pedagogy is a risk: it is s.1;ling into uncharted
waters. But is the status quo really an option? For me the answer is "No". The joumcy
from the didactic harbour into the watersof collaboration must begineven if it hegins
slowly.
The question which then follows is. how can a paradigm shift in the way learning
is viewed occur individuallyand collectively?
I see the possibilities for such a shift in the praxis of cottabonnion itself. Although
a paradigmshift is learning ona grandscale it is still learning. Therefore, the same
principles of collaborative pedagogy which foster learning in the classroomwill also
foster a paradigm shift in theeducationalcommunity. Educators alongwith parents nud
students need to dialogue. reflect, interpret. and experiment together in an atmosphere of
nurtureand acceptance which promotes risk-taking. We must be open 10 numerous
voices whichchallengeour assumptions. illuminate our biases. enlargeour perspective.
and change our practice. Andmost important, we must beaware that our theory of
language grounds all we say anddo. The metaphors weuse to describe our ctassroosn
and school environments must bescrutinized for their assumptionsand implications. We
must be aware of biases in the descriptive tenus we use in reporting and evaluating
students. We must value allchildren's languaging, which flows from their cultural
capitals. We must understand that the language of our interactions, whether in gestures.
written or oral forms, has great impact on a child's self-concept and his or hcr school
experience.
The classroomwill be viewed in different ways under collaborative pedagogy.
First, I think wewould see classes or groupings as integral to daily living . They would
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not be considered individual units where closure is the goal, but rather, time spent
j
opening another door Of discovering another lens to use for dialogue and interpretation.
Second . I think the criteria by which we judge our cl asses will alter considerably.
The following example of possiblecriteria is alreadyin use by Jerome Harste (1988)in
his courses at Indiana University. He poses the following questions when reviewing a
class:
Did we allow each person in the community to have a voice . .. The
criteria we use to sec if this is operationatlzed is whether or not at the
end of a course we can point to one thing at least that each student
has taught us.
2. Did we begin needed new conversations'? The criteria we use here is
the number of unanticipated conversations thai were begun. One
simple way that we monitor progress on this front is to ask what are
we thinking about now that we weren't thinking about when the
course began. What new sense of urgency do we have?
3. Did we provide a mechanism whereby those conversations can
continue? This is tricky, yet it is the most important. In research tenus
we call this "pragmatic effect." What happens when we remove
ourselves from the setting? This may be the criterion we all should
use. It's an indication of what your theory changed, if anything. We
take it as success that students who were at Indiana University at the
sametime still regularly communicate with each other. and that the
mostcommon complaint we receive from recent graduates is that their
host institution is a "wasteland -- nobody to think with." We take it
as a failure on our part that many of our students want to move rather
than work at developing collaborative interdisciplinary thought
collectives of faculty and teacher groups in their own area. We
haven't communicated it well -- new conceptions of literacy take
action as well as reflection (pp. 22-24).
As Harste points out, "These performance criteria semantically reside in a different
ballpark from those we've traditionally used-convention and control."
Where are we in terms of a possible paradigm shift to collaborative pedagogy? In
the following quote by Kuhn concerning the course paradigm shifts take. I will leave out
the references 10scientists to allow its application for education.
If a paradigm is ever to triumphit must gain some first supporters .. . who
will develop it to the pointwhere •.. arguments can be produced and
multiplied. And even those arguments when they come, are not
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individually decisive.. . . There is no single argument thai can or should
persuade them all. Rather than a single group conversion. wluu occurs is
an increasing shift in the distribution of professional attegianccs.
At the start a new candidate for a paradigm may have few supporters .. ..
nevertheless. they will improve it, explore its possibilities. and show what it
would be like to belong to the community guided by it. More . . , willt hen
be converted, and the exploration of the new paradigm will go on.
Gradually the number of . . . articles, and books based upon the paradigm
will multi ply. Still more (people ] convinced of the new view's fruitfulness,
will adopt the new mode of practicing . . . until at last only a few ... hold-
outs remain(PI'. 158·159).
My aim in this paper has beento strengthen the argument for II shift 10
collaborative pedagogy in the educational community. I hope any questions my
discussion fostered or concerns it ignored will be addressed by others so that. as Kuhn
says, the articles, and books will "multiply," and the time will come thatmany others have
adapted the "new mode of practicing," Then our classrooms will have, as Harstc says,
The potential for hearing new voices, starting new conversations, and
becoming a reflexive community of language learners who act knowing
full well how their theory of language can make a transformative
difference (p. 24).
I hope through this paper I have been another voice. I hope I have started some new
conversations in the parlour.
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Appendix A
Course Outline
ENGLIS H 38 17
Speci al Topics: Gende r and Writing
Spr-ing 1')91
Slul30
Classroom: 5- 'iD63
Course 10: 240 3817 59
Phyllis Artiss
Office$·40&2
Phone: 737 ·8 063 (0)
Messages: 737-8056
Office Hours: Tue.: 11 to 12:30
Thurs.: 10 to 11:30
( and by appointment!
This class provides an opport unity to consider questions of gender in
writing. our own as well as that of others. It wiU be conducted as a se r ies
uf workshops and seminars in which we engage in writte n and spoken
dialogue 10increase our awareness of power structures imbedded in
language,<Jtld work towardschanging these.
Require d Materials:
Hoy. Pal C.. Esther H. Schor. and Robert DiYanni, eds. WQIDeo"$ Voj!..'t!$·
Visions and Perllpective:'l eds. New York: Ml:Graw, 1990.
Scherer. Libby, Sarah Sheard . and Eleanor Wachtel. eus. Languag~ in h~ r Eve'
'/jews on Writing and Gend er bv Canadian Women Writing in English.
Toro nto: Coach House. 1990,
,\ college dictionary (ccnsuu wit h me if YOU'd like advice)
..\ handbook (prefera bly the Gage Handbook of Current Englis,hl
Om: ur more hard -covered Icceelear binders , with appro priate label s and
dividers
Pro posed Evaluiltion Sche me:
Jour nal------- ------- -·-··--- -·-------- --· - I O~
Analytical Papers ·-- -----------·- -- ---· ··· 30 ~
Collaborat ive Class Proiecl --- --- -_· _---· -· 20 ~
Atten dance and Class Parucipatiun._----- IO~
Final E1i1mina ti(m· · - ·· · -·· · --_· --- ··_-- --- 20\
Written Assi gnmen ts :
Yuu w e expe cted to do a vari etv of wri ting assignmen ts. 'nest cf which can
be dilss ified int o the four types lis ted below. Please keep the different
ty pes in separ ate binders , or all in one binder wi llltJearly labelled dividers.
:\ t any point in the ter m be prepared to bring all your work 10 class or my
uffice.
I I ) Journal EDlr ie s: These include re sponses to classes , readings. topics
suggested in class. as we ll as topics you choose your self . Most entries
will be addr esse d to the class, but some may be aodresseu pnvate ty tu
me. and some 10 an audience bey ond thi s class. I don 't expect vc u 10
revise or edi t your journal. and it will not be graded for conten t.
mechanics or wr iting sty le. You will get th e full I O ~ if you uu the
required number of ent ries on schedule (a minimum of four
one-page entr ies e a cb week. !
(21Ana ly t ical Papers: In these you will gene r ally make specific
compa riso ns and contrasts between two or more essa ys. In each
ana lytical paper you are expecte d to focus on one ur two laaues Lha l
seem importan t to you. and slate your ow n position as we ll as th al of
the aumor s discussed. Dur ing the fir st seve n weeks of ter m you arc
expected to prepare three analyt ical paper s: each should be
accompanied by a Process Log de scrib ing the process you we nt
through in prepar ing the paper an d the kinds of Ieedbuck yc u woulu
like on it
,j t Response s to Papers Written by Others in t he Clu :1: When you
have written detailed comments on a classmate's pape r ple ase keep a
copy and . if appropriate, a copy of the other students paper .
I -! I Co lla bor a ti ve Class Pr oject. Subject. for mat, style and all other
aspec ts of thi s project will be decided by the class. and the gr ade
ass igned to the projec t w ill be the same for all student s.
Formal of Assignments: Pape rs to be responded to by classmates. as
well as dr uns and revised versions to be passed in to me. are to be
double -spaced on one side uf the paper only. with ample margins
all aruund. Typt:u papers are or cou rse en couraged but ha ndwritten
on es are acceptable if they are pe rfectly legible. Each paper should
hav e a HUe page \living your num e. Hinu mber. title of paper.
assignment number . date th e paper is sub miue o. and any other
relevant inf ormat ion. Pages should be num bered . initialed and hel d
toget her wi th paper clip'S. The sa me guidelines apply to journ a ls.
exce pt tha t these may be s ingle-space d.
La te Papers: if you miss a deadline. submit your paper as soon as poss ible.
but no later tban three day s after it is due . with a wri tten
explanation attached . If my schedule allows l'Il try to read such
pa pers. but nurmally won t write comments on them. I will not acce pt
pap ers th a t are more than three d ays late .
AUcndance: We can't learn fro myou or you from us if you ar en't present.
If you are ill or an emei gency arises that absolutely prevents your
attending. you are responsib le fur getting handout s. assignm ents an u
other infor mation from another member of the class. and for wri ting a
no te or journ al entry to exp lain yo ur absence. If you don t want 10
lose mark s for a missed class. irs up to yuu to consult with me about
wav s uf making J special contribu tion to compensate fur vour abs ence
e.x. by doin~ enru writinJ(. editing ur researc h for your lJroup or the
w ncle class.
Pr o po se d Scbc du lc lMon d ays 7 :00 to 9:4; )
\v'cck I May 13 Introd uct ion
\V~ek II May 21 jo urnal en tr ies on person al topic s iJndo n at leas t
two artictee
Wee k II I May 27 Draft of Analy tica l Pape r #1 to discuss in grou ps.
Revised ver sion and journal e n tri es 10 be passed in to
my office by Frida y, May 31
( I 'Ube out of town dur ing the th ird week of classes)
Week IV June 3 journal entries , includ ing responses to atle astt hree
further arti cles .
Week V June 10 Draft of Ana ly tica l Pap er ::2 to discuss in gro ups.
Rev ised vers ion and jou rn al en tries 10 be pa ssed in tu
me by Friday , June 14
Week VI Jun e 17 Journal ent ri e s, includ ing responses to atIe ust three
furt he r read ings
Week VII [une 24 No class tSe mester Bre ak)
Week VII I July I Noclass iMemoria l Day I
Draft of Analyt ical Pap er ::3 and journa l entries to be
passed in to meby Frid ay. July 5
Weeks IX JUly 13 Collabo rative Class Project
We ek X July 15 Collabo ra tive Class Project land pass in iour nats!
Week XI July 22 Collabora tive Class Prciecr
\v'Ct:\;, XII July 2r) Collaborative Class Pruiecr duc · -and iournuts
" "cel.:.XII ..August 5 Tobe decided
Appendix B
Process Log
Pi\QCES5 LOO
Name:
Date:
Assillnment :
Pleasebe asspecificas possible in your responses . Use the reverse side of
this sheet oreIua paper whenyo u nef'd morespace.
1. ApproI imately how much time did you spend on this assignment
altogether? _
2. Describe howyo u worked on the paper andappron mate tv how much
time yo u spent on different pans ofthe process:
e.g. thin kingof a topic;finding a focus; discussing theassignment with
ethers I both in classand outside) ; doing assigned readings, resea rchin
the library or other kinds of pre paration : writing rough notes. outlines.
Ireewrulng. preliminary drafts. etc, rev ising. edi tingan d polishing;
anything else t hat occurs to you.
3. Which parts of the processwere mostpr oductive,enjoyable.helpful.etc.?
Which were least productive. enjoyable. helpful. elc,?
4. Have you wr itten a similar paper (or papers)? If so. elaborate.
5. Would YlJUlike ro write similar papers this term lor later f
6, What have you learned from doing this paper? Overall. was it
worthwhile for you?
6. What kindsof feedback.would you Iik.eto have on this version of your
paper?
Appendix C
Quasttonnatr-e
STIJIlENT _ DATE _
1. Why did you take th is class (G~ndt!r and Writing 38 17) in the first place?
2 . Wha t creates thedi alogue/ in teraction in the class?
3 . What factors encourage inte raction?
4 . What factors discourage interaction?
5 . Wh at kind of inter act ion do you find most valuable?
6 . How would you rate the interaction of the class o n a scate of 0·5 (5 indica ting
excellent interactio n)? What are your reasons for th is rating ?
7 . How would you de scribe D r. Artiss ' s role in the clas s?
8 . Is it differe nt from the stance of other Instru ctors you have had?
9 . Wh at thing s , if any , are changing, "develo p ing", e tc ., for you? In other words,
wha t have you bee n learning in this course?
10 . Wh at is the source of what you have been learning? Where is know ledgeco ming
from in this course?
11. Identifyany cbenges )'00 pe rceive as taking place for others in the class?
12. What in-class happenings are worthwhile? necessary, but not I:>eneficial? lime
wasters?
13. What kindof responsibility do you feel, if any, for making classsessions"work,'
that is, for facilitating interaction?
14 . If you were inDr. Artiss's place,would you make some changesin the class? If
so, whatwo uld you do?




